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Abstract. The Description Logic SROIQ(D), as the logical core of the W3C standard Web Ontology Language (OWL 2), is a
widely used formalism for ontologies in the life sciences. Bio-health applications including healthcare and life science domains
commonly have a need to represent temporal information such as medication frequency or stage-based development. Different
classes of temporal phenomena may generate different sorts of requirements on SROIQ(D) or extensions of SROIQ(D). In this
paper, we deliver the first precise investigation into identifying exactly what kinds of temporal requirements are most important
for bio-health ontologies. We conduct an empirical investigation of the OBO Foundry using a bespoke methodological approach
by searching each of its ontologies for specific temporal features and go on to calculate the importance of these features using
a sophisticated set of measures. By doing so, we derive a formal set of Temporal Requirements that act as a set of guidelines
which a language or logical extension to OWL 2 would need to satisfy in order to meet the temporal requirements of bio-health
ontologies.
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1. Introduction

The Web Ontology Language (OWL), as standard-
ised by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is a
collection of knowledge representation languages de-
signed for use in many application scenarios, provid-
ing the means to model information in a precise and
structured way to enable the semantic web. An OWL
Ontology is a set of axioms describing the classes and
properties of a domain of interest. OWL 2 [1] is the
current iteration (and successor) of OWL, and has two
levels of expressivity: OWL 2 DL and OWL 2 Full,
the former having a Description Logic (DL) as its log-
ical basis. DLs [2–4] are decidable fragments of First
Order Logic and have the ability to reason with infor-
mation in a meaningful way. Two of the main aspects
of DLs are to: (1) provide ways to model relations be-
tween three kinds of entities in the domain of interest,
those being concept descriptions, roles and individuals
names and (2) to build complex terms, usually called
concept expressions, axioms and assertions and even
knowledge bases (or ontologies). There are many vari-

eties of DLs and they often differ by what constructors,
axioms and operators are allowed, which in turn of-
fers different levels of expressivity. The DL underlying
OWL 2 DL is SROIQ(D) [5]. Using DLs as the under-
lying formalism for OWL ontologies comes with many
advantages. Due to precise syntax and semantics of
DLs, they come with the ability to infer new informa-
tion without having to state it explicitly. OWL (or DL)
Reasoners are computational systems that can com-
pute and infer new information from ontologies. Many
reasoning services exist depending on what informa-
tion needs to be deduced. Although many DLs such
as SROIQ(D) are of high complexity (N2ExpTime-
Complete [6]), many optimisations have led to effi-
cient implementations of reasoners that have become
usable in practice. Lightweight DLs exist with lower
complexity levels such as the DL EL, which has poly-
nomial time complexity whilst remaining expressive
enough for many ontology applications [7, 8].

The importance of ontologies has increased over
the past decade, particularly with applications within
the semantic web and life science domain. If we shift
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our attention solely on applications within life science,
particularly those focussed around the bio-health do-
main, we see a plethora of current ontologies serv-
ing different purposes, ranging from describing the de-
velopment of biological entities, classification of dis-
eases, anatomy descriptions, life cycle stage sequenc-
ing and many more. Take the OBO Foundry [9] as an
example, an active ontology corpus which has been de-
veloped over the past 10 years, containing over 130
actively maintained biomedical ontologies. The cor-
pus contains ontologies such as the Drosophila Gross
Anatomy Ontology [10] which describes the anatomy
and development of the common fruit fly, as well as
medical terminological systems such as the National
Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIT) [11].

Many applications in life science often include con-
cepts involving time. Take for example an ontology
describing the development of some biological entity.
Any development inherently involves time: statements
made in the ontology could include descriptions of el-
ements developing, an entity occurring during a partic-
ular time or an event occurring before, after or during
another event. It is clear that time information would
be essential in such examples. From a different view-
point, for instance, in a clinical setting, other temporal
information may be needed such as disease progres-
sion or medical frequency. Apparently, different appli-
cation domains embed various types of temporal fea-
tures.

As expressive as ontologies and their underlying
DLs are, there are still limiting factors over what they
can and cannot express. OWL 2 does offer a way to en-
code some temporal information, for example, through
time stamping (data types), but offers no way to de-
scribe any real type of change since as it is still a static
logic (being a fragment of First Order Logic). It could
be beneficial to both ontology authors and users of on-
tologies to have some sense of time encoded into the
underlying rationale, allowing better representation of
temporal aspects and the ability to query knowledge
in the past, present or future. Clearly, if temporal in-
formation is needed but cannot be represented, then it
may be the case that many ontologies may be currently
misrepresented, or at least OWL does not have the re-
quired expressivity to meet the temporal requirements
of these ontologies. The temporal requirements of bio-
health ontologies could range from the accurate mod-
elling of a specific type of temporal entity, such as a
biological entity developing through time, to the mod-
elling of a suitable timeline for which the temporal en-
tities could develop through. Currently, it is not clear

exactly what kind of temporal expressivity is necessary
to meet the temporal needs of bio-health ontologies,
simply because the temporal requirements of these on-
tologies are rather diverse and not precisely described.

Many efforts have been made in an attempt to over-
come the general problem. Temporal extensions to
DLs have been given a lot of attention in recent years.
Many proposals exist, ranging from: combining clas-
sical temporal logics such as LTL, CTL or CTL∗ with
DLs such as EL or ALC [12, 13] where the result can
be seen as a two-dimensional Temporal Description
Logic (TDL); adding temporal information by extend-
ing DLs with a concrete domain [14] to act as a tempo-
ral referencing scheme [15]; or even internalising tem-
poral information by embedding it into standard OWL
via means of temporal ontologies, for example, a Flu-
ent Ontology [16], or a dedicated OWL Time Ontology
[17] which has recently become a W3C recommenda-
tion.

Very few of these temporal extensions have been
investigated for a specific application area, and those
that have are not transferable to other applications.
In recent years, research on two-dimensional TDLs
has been focussed solely on complexity results rather
than capturing the needs of some temporal domain
[12], similarly for DLs extended with concrete do-
mains [18]. We believe this is because both have fas-
cinating complexity results [12, 13, 18]: it is very easy
for these logics to enter into the undecidability realm,
which is undesirable for DLs and ontologies. It may
be the case that some of the proposed extensions may,
in fact, be suitable for modelling the temporal require-
ments of bio-health ontologies, but since the temporal
requirements of bio-health ontologies are yet to be dis-
covered, an evaluation of these logics has yet to be ac-
complished. If the requirements were known, we could
evaluate the current proposals, to see which were most
suited, and if none were, we could set out to define a
new logic based on these requirements in an attempt to
solve this problem.

In this paper, we provide a foundation for defining
a suitable temporal extension to OWL, in particular,
to cover the temporal requirements of bio-health on-
tologies. We produce an empirically validated set of
temporal requirements based on a survey of an up to
date and actively maintained corpus of bio-health on-
tologies: the OBO Foundry ontology repository cor-
pus, alongside one of its popular upper level ontolo-
gies - the Relation Ontology [19]. We characterise the
corpus with respect to a rich set of temporal features
and survey their coverage and impact. We then com-
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pile a list of Temporal Requirement Sets, based on the
weighted temporal features. These requirement sets
can then be used as either an evaluation mechanism for
existing temporal extensions to test their suitability or
as a mechanism to drive the definitions of new tempo-
ral extensions.

The contributions of this paper are: (1) an encoding
scheme used to annotate temporal aspects of the Rela-
tion Ontology, acting as a seed to our survey, (2) a gen-
eralisable entity importance measuring system, which
can measure the importance of entities used through-
out the temporally encoded Relation Ontology over a
corpus of ontologies and (3) sets of empirically val-
idated temporal requirements acting as guidelines to
temporal extensions to OWL.

2. Temporal Patterns in Bio-Health Ontologies

The background and motivation of this paper are
presented via examples of how temporal information
is currently represented in bio-health ontologies. To be
able to do so, we introduce several key biological no-
tions and terms crucial to understand the presented ex-
amples. We also introduce key aspects that are relevant
to our survey that go hand in hand with temporal mod-
elling. From this point onwards we assume the reader
to be familiar with OWL and have a basic understand-
ing of Description Logics (DLs), including their syn-
tax and semantics.

2.1. The OBO Foundry

The OBO Foundry1 [9], first founded in 2007 con-
tains a corpus of ontologies in the biomedical domain.
It originally included only 16 ontologies and is to this
day a collaborative experiment to establish a set of
standards for ontology development, for which they
could be used as reference ontologies in the biomedical
domain. The corpus now contains over 130 ontologies.
The OBO Foundry is home to popular ontologies that
range from describing anatomies and developments of
organisms such as the Zebrafish, Xenopus, Cephalo-
pod and Drosophila ontologies to those that describe
cellular and molecular structures such as the Cell or
Gene ontologies. As well as those ontologies that in-
tend to describe some particular domain area, there are
those that intend to act as a shared resource, or a formal
structure, designed to act as a referencing scheme for

1http://www.obofoundry.org

domain ontologies to reuse or derive their terms. These
ontologies are often referred to as upper level ontolo-
gies. Two very popular ontologies that are present in
the OBO Foundry which fall under this category are
the Basic Formal Ontology [20] and the Relation On-
tology [19].

The Basic Formal Ontology The Basic Formal On-
tology (BFO) is a formal upper-level ontology based
on tested conventions for ontology creation. The on-
tology is built upon a collection of sub-ontologies: the
SNAP ontology and the SPAN ontology. The former
defines entities known as continuants (or endurants)
and the latter defines entities known as occurrents (or
processes).

In general, continuants are known to be objects
that endure or persist through time. They can un-
dergo changes, inhere in objects, be physical objects
themselves, but must persist during the times they ex-
ist. Examples of continuants are you, your clothes, a
pen, a phone, etc. From a biological viewpoint, con-
tinuants could include cells, your heart, your blood,
your blood type, etc. BFO divides continuants into
three separate categories, namely: independent contin-
uants, generically dependent continuants, and specifi-
cally dependent continuants. Independent continuants
are those continuants that can stand alone and con-
tinue to persist, i.e., they do not rely solely on some-
thing else for their existence. Dependent continuants
do rely on something else for their existence to persist.
The difference between specifically dependent contin-
uants and generically dependent continuants is that the
former relies on exactly one independent continuant
(its bearer) for its existence (and it will cease to ex-
ist once its bearer does), whereas the latter can have
multiple bearers. An example of specifically depen-
dent continuant is the shape of a ball (round). An ex-
ample of a generically dependent continuant is an en-
try in a database (it relies on each value in the entry).

Occurrents, on the other hand, are disjoint from
continuants. Occurrents are those entities that unfold
through time in temporal phases. They are often re-
ferred to as events or processes. If a continuant were
subject to an event occurring, such as a heart (the con-
tinuant) beating (the event), the occurrent would be the
event itself. Therefore, occurrents are not physical ob-
jects themselves; they are the events that unfold around
the objects, subject to time. The occurrent class is also
partitioned into several subclasses, namely: process,
process boundary, spatiotemporal region and tempo-
ral region. A process is an occurrent that has tem-

http://www.obofoundry.org
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poral parts and depends on some material entity for
some time. For example, consider a person over the
course of his life, starting in childhood and ending in
late adulthood. The process experienced by this indi-
vidual would have been the process of ageing, and it
would depend on that person itself. Process boundaries
are temporal parts of processes that themselves have
no other temporal parts. The example given by BFO
of a temporal boundary is "the boundary between the
2nd and 3rd year of your life". Temporal regions are
simply occurrents that have references to some notion
of time (instances or intervals). Examples include the
time right now, the range of time during when you
were born until your eventual death, the time that cov-
ered the year 1990, etc. Finally, spatiotemporal regions
are defined as occurrents that are part of spacetime. Ex-
amples are the region occupied by the life of a biologi-
cal entity and the region occupied by the development
of a disease.

It is clear that both continuants and occurrents are
objects that require time to be defined and understood.
Many of the ontologies in the OBO Foundry have in-
corporated the BFO’s class hierarchies into their struc-
tures (adhering to OBO’s principles), inheriting their
properties and definitions. Having a unified and well-
defined structure leads to less ambiguity in their under-
standing and helps to make integration easier.

The Relation Ontology The Relation Ontology2

(RO) acts as a means for standardisation across ontolo-
gies in the OBO Foundry and the wider OBO library.
Its main focus is the classification of relations between
instances of classes that exist in the biomedical do-
main, but more importantly, it covers relations used
in OBO Foundry ontologies. First introduced in 2007,
the ontology was host to only ten relations, including
primitive biological relations such as part of, derives
from and preceded by, where each was equipped with
a precise definition to avoid any ambiguity of their cor-
rect usage. The current version of RO is now host to
497 relations (as of 5th December 2016), where simi-
lar levels of detail are used in the definitions for many
of the relations. As well as modelling relations, it also
comes equipped with a class hierarchy that intends to
classify the domains and ranges of the relationships,
most importantly, between continuants and occurrents.
Specifically, it aligns these classes with those from
BFO. As stated, many of the relations in RO come with

2Available for download at http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/
ro.html

definitions to avoid ambiguity in their meanings. Some
also come with temporal additions in their definitions.
Take for example the definition and additional clari-
ficatory comments provided for the mereotopological
relation part of :

“a core relation that holds between a part and its
whole”

“Parthood requires the part and the whole to have
compatible classes: only an occurrent can be part
of an occurrent; only a process can be part of a
process; only a continuant can be part of a contin-
uant; only an independent continuant can be part
of an independent continuant; only an immaterial
entity can be part of an immaterial entity; only a
specifically dependent continuant can be part of a
specifically dependent continuant; only a generi-
cally dependent continuant can be part of a gener-
ically dependent continuant. (This list is not ex-
haustive.)”

“Occurrents are not subject to change and so part-
hood between occurrents holds for all the times
that the part exists. Many continuants are subject
to change, so parthood between continuants will
only hold at certain times, but this is difficult to
specify in OWL.”

The definitions are explained well enough for the terms
not to be taken ambiguously, but more importantly,
they give information on how they should be inter-
preted with respect to time (not only by what we can
infer from the respective domain and range types) and
also show the lack of temporal support from OWL it-
self.

RO relations cover the vast majority of pairings over
the classes they define. For example, relational hier-
archies present in RO cover relationships between in-
dependent continuants and processes, outlined in the
hierarchy relation between structure and stage, which
include relations such as existence starts during and
existence ends during. Other branches of the hierarchy
include relations between independent continuants and
specifically dependent continuants such as the relation
bearer of.

Both occurrents and continuants are crucial to the
relations of RO, and thus to all of the ontologies in the
OBO Foundry that use RO. As with the BFO, many
terms in RO have temporal information present and re-
quire this information to be correctly interpreted.

http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/ro.html
http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/ro.html
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2.2. Temporal Modelling in the OBO Foundry

We now present an example of temporal modelling
present in an OBO Foundry ontology. The example
will use relations from RO and entities that correspond
to those described in BFO and will illustrate the tem-
poral weakness of OWL and show support for our sur-
vey.

The Drosophila Gross Anatomy Ontology describes
the anatomy and developmental stages of the life cy-
cle of the Drosophila melanogaster (the common fruit
fly). We present a small fragment of the ontology de-
scribing the development of the spermatid cell, a part
of the male germline cell of the fly itself. The frag-
ment shows temporal patterns through two of its most
used properties; develops from and part of, and can be
broken down between 4 stages shown in the following
axioms:

Lea f bladeS v ∃dF.OnionS

OnionS v ∃dF.ClewS

ClewS v ∃dF.AgglomerationS

AgglomerationS v ∃dF.CoalescenceS

Lea f bladeS v S,OnionS v S,ClewS v S

AgglomerationS v S,CoalescenceS v S

S v ∃partOf.SCyst

(S=Spermatid,dF =developsFrom)

The first nine axioms express a Spermatid cell going
through 5 stages of development (for now we will as-
sume that this short example encodes the entire de-
velopmental pattern and nothing occurs before or af-
ter the first and last stage). The tenth and final axiom
expresses that every Spermatid is part of a Spermatid
Cyst. We choose to interpret the identity of the Sper-
matid cell as the same cell over each developmental
stage. Of course, each cell is a distinct element, rep-
resenting a changed version of its predecessor con-
tinuously developing its morphology over time, but
when a Coalescence Spermatid develops from an Ag-
glomeration Spermatid, the Agglomeration Spermatid
ceases to exist as an entity. In this example at least,
we take develops from to represent a specific type of
change, which is also apparent in the definition of de-
velops from. Again, specific to this example (and oth-
ers), the develops from relation could also be seen to
describe both pre and post-conditions of elements’ de-

velopment. For example, in the first axiom, the class
Agglomeration Spermatid could describe the precon-
dition and the class Coalescence Spermatid could de-
scribe the postcondition of the same element develop-
ing. Finally, since the same Spermatid is continuously
changing, then each type of Spermatid should belong
to the same Spermatid Cyst during its development.

We identify two major temporal aspects of this de-
velopment sequence. The first is that there is a sin-
gle entity developing (the spermatid - a continuant)
and the second is that there is a continuous parton-
omy between the two entities (the other element be-
ing the spermatid cyst - also a continuant) whilst they
are developing. Due to the way the ontology is mod-
elled, none of these temporal constraints can truly be
enforced in OWL. Consider Figure 1. The use of the
existential restriction ‘∃′ in the axioms may refer to
distinct elements for each possible Spermatid, imme-
diately losing any possible identity constraints. This
could lead to problems involving errors in the dupli-
cation of properties. For example, the Spermatid could
have constraints on it itself, and thus each Spermatid in
the example model would also be subject to these con-
straints. Then, if a change was to occur in one Sper-
matid, it would not necessarily appear in another Sper-
matid since they could all be distinct. A knock-on ef-
fect is that Spermatid Cysts that the Spermatids are
part of do not have to be the same Spermatid Cyst,
which can again lead to similar problems. In an ideal
setting, the identity between the Spermatids must be
maintained, as should the partonomy between the same
elements. A more faithful model is also presented in
Figure 1. In this model, we imagine OWL to have an
embedded timeline, where we can view normal OWL
worlds (or models) at different time points, like the
two-dimensional semantics seen in LTLDL combina-
tions such as LTLALC [12, 13]. They are called two di-
mensional since they extend the standard DL domain
(the first dimension) with a timeline (the second di-
mension), and models can be viewed as sequences of
standard DL models, that can share the same domain.
We adopt a similar approach as it suits this example
well. In this temporal setting, there are 5 OWL worlds
that are set along a timeline, and each world shares
the same 2 domain elements which represent the Sper-
matid and the Spermatid Cyst. At each time the Sper-
matid element belongs to a different Spermatid class,
for example, at time t the element is an instance of Ag-
glomeration Spermatid class and at t + 1 it is an in-
stance of Coalescence Spermatid Class. During each
time point, the domain element has a part of relation
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Fig. 1. Left: An OWL model of a development fragment of the Drosophila ontology. Right: A temporalised OWL model of the same develop-

ment fragment. ◦=element of the DL domain, ←=develops from, 99
K

=part of, L9999K=identity relation, S=Spermatid Cyst, A=Agglomeration,
Co=Coalescence, Cl=Clew, O=Onion and L=Leafblade, X=class name

to a Spermatid Cyst, which is the same Spermatid Cyst
throughout the development. Such a model seems to
capture more faithfully what was intended for the bio-
logical modelling, yet this type of modelling is beyond
OWL. There is only one single world of evaluation, no
timeline, and no identity constraints between distinct
entities.

This example shows yet another clear-cut case of
OWL’s lack of temporal expressivity, and more impor-
tantly shows a significant amount of temporal informa-
tion loss for only two relations and a small number of
axioms. The motivation of this paper is driven by ex-
amples such as these; develops from and part of alone
seem to be important relations for the Drosophila On-
tology. Together, they are roughly used in one-third of
the total logical axioms in the ontology, which could
imply that one-third of the ontology is unfaithfully
modelled. It would also be useful to know how often
they are used in other bio-health ontologies. If they are
only used in the Drosophila Ontology and no other,
then it would be an over statement to say that both of
the relations were of crucial importance to the tem-
poral modelling of bio-health ontologies. Yet, if they
were also used in one-third of axioms in all bio-health
ontologies, it would not be unfair to say they were im-
portant relations. It would also not be unfair to state
that, for example, independent continuants were im-
portant for modelling in bio-health ontologies, since
the domain and range of develops from are restricted
to this specific class, which would mean that one-third
of the axioms in those ontologies require independent
continuants.

The relations develops from and part of encode spe-
cific temporal information: develops from relates en-
tities over two different time points (a past time rela-
tion), whereas part of relates entities in a single time
point (a same time relation). Moreover, develops from
relates two independent continuants, whereas part of

can be used for continuants or occurrents, provided
both types are compatible. We call these attributes of
relations temporal attributes. Using the same reason-
ing as above, all of these attributes could be seen as
important for temporal modelling of bio-health ontolo-
gies. If there was another relation in the Drosophila
ontology that had the same temporal attributes as de-
velops from that was also considered important, then it
would make sense to also focus on the importance of
the attributes themselves rather than just the individual
relations.

Our survey intends to empirically and systemati-
cally rank the importance of these types of temporal
features. We propose to annotate all relations in RO
that are used across The OBO Foundry with their tem-
poral attributes and then use carefully designed met-
rics to define their importance using their logical ax-
iom counts and more. Such analysis will give rise to
a set of temporal requirements of those bio-health on-
tologies.

We now go on to explain how the temporal attributes
are derived and present the definitions of the metrics
used to define importance.

3. Materials & Methods

In the following, we distinguish three types of tem-
poral features: (1) Temporal relations are those RO re-
lationships that encode information that is temporally
relevant; (2) Temporal attributes are types of tempo-
ral information that represent temporal phenomena de-
scribed by temporal relations, and (3) Temporal anno-
tations are sets of temporal attributes. (2) and (3) are
defined in detail in the following section.

A temporal requirement corresponds to a temporal
annotation. For example, if annotation A is used in an
axiom of an ontology, A is said to be a temporal re-
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quirement of that ontology. Lastly, a temporal require-
ment set is a set of temporal requirements, typically
one where the temporal requirements are likely to co-
occur, defined in more detail in the following.

3.1. Overview

The goal of our study of temporal requirements
of bio-health ontologies is two-fold. First, we will
study the importance of temporal features across OBO
Foundry ontologies. Second, we will suggest an empir-
ically validated, ordered list of temporal requirement
sets. In order to achieve our goal, we:

1. Define a set of temporal attributes based on rela-
tions from the RO that are used across the OBO
Foundry.

2. Match axioms across the OBO Foundry ontolo-
gies which exhibit these attributes using a smart
matching technique.

3. Analyse the resulting data with respect to the im-
portance of these attributes and their correspond-
ing temporal annotations.

4. Derive a ranked list of temporal requirements
based on the importance, coverage and necessity
score of temporal annotations across the OBO
Foundry corpus.

3.2. Defining and Identifying Temporal Attributes

We use the relationships defined in the relation on-
tology (RO) as a source for defining and extracting
temporal attributes. We define temporal attributes as
types of temporal information that represent temporal
phenomena described by RO relations, such as the past
time relation phenomena found in the develops from
relation. For each relationship, the temporal informa-
tion is gathered from its definitions or other annota-
tions, its domain and range constraints, related rela-
tionships due to OWL’s precise semantics and in some
circumstances general biological knowledge and the
way in which ontologies use the relationship when the
first three may be lacking.

To illustrate this procedure, recall the RO relation-
ship part of. As well as the annotations (including def-
initions) presented in Section 2.1, take as well the an-
notation

“axiom holds for all times”

As an example, consider the axiom

Nucleus v ∃partO f .Cell

which states that every Nucleus is part of some Cell.
In this instance, the annotation would be interpreted
as “ At any time t, for any instance n of Nucleus at
time t, there exists an instance c of Cell at time t, such
that n is part of c at time t”. By parsing the defini-
tions and annotations of the part of relation , we can
extract the following temporal information: (i) parton-
omy relationships take place during single time points,
i.e. they are same-time relations, (ii) the classes must
be compatible, (iii) partonomy will hold eternally true
(when the elements exist) and (iv) the partonomy may
hold between the same elements over time. (iv) is also
derived from the fact that in many temporal modelling
scenarios, it may be important that the same elements
are related over time. For example, if a particular cell
were to have a nucleus as a part at some time point, it
would not make sense for this cell to have another nu-
cleus at another time point in usual cell development
patterns (this is often referred to as a rigid relation in
the temporal logic realm). Each temporal feature (i-iv)
is then categorised into the following respective tem-
poral attributes (i) Time:same indicating the relation
takes place over a single time point, (ii) Domain:X-
Range:X indicating the domain and range must share
the same type X (where X is either a type of continu-
ant or a type of occurrent), (iii) AHFAT (Axiom Holds
For All Times) and (iv) Rigid indicating the relations
follow a rigid like pattern.

We performed this temporal attribute derivation pro-
cedure for every RO relationship used amongst ontolo-
gies in the OBO Foundry. We acquired 56 distinct tem-
poral attributes which we categorised into the follow-
ing 6 sets: (1) Domain & Range, (2) Time, (3) States,
(4) Identity, (5) Rigid, (6) AHFAT.

Domain & Range contains the set of all pairings
of domain and range constraints that occurred in RO
relationships. The set contains 23 attributes involv-
ing the four types of continuants (continuants (C),
independent continuants (IC), specifically depene-
dent continuants (SDC) and generically dependent
continuants (GDC), general occurrents (O) and pro-
cesses (P). Eight of the attributes are between different
types of continuants and occurrents (e.g., Domain:C-
Range:O or Domain:O-Range:C), 11 are between
only continuants (e.g., Domain:IC-Range:IC), two are
between only occurrents (e.g., Domain:O-Range:O),
one was between any element and a continuant (e.g.,
Domain:X-Range:C, where X is a place holder any el-
ement type) and one was between any two elements of
the same kind (e.g., Domain:X-Range:X).
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Time contains attributes describing how each re-
lationship relates its entities in time. Due to the
fundamental temporal differences between continu-
ants and occurrents, the set can be partitioned into
three subsets, those being time attributes of rela-
tions between two continuants, two occurrents, or be-
tween continuants and occurrents. Overall this set
consists of 19 attributes. The continuant time at-
tributes account for seven of these, consisting of
Time:same, Time:diff, Time:past, Time:pastImmediate,
Time:same/past, Time:future and Time:same/future.
Time:same indicates that the domain element of a
relationship is related to the range element at the
same moment in time. Time:past indicates that the
domain element of a relationship is related to the
range element present at a past moment in time.
Time:pastImmediate indicates that the domain element
of a relationship is related to the range present at the
previous moment in time. Time:same/past indicates
that the domain element of a relationship is related
to the range element present at either a previous mo-
ment in time or the same moment in time and so
on. Time:diff is the opposite of Time:same, indicat-
ing that the domain and range element are in differ-
ent time points. The occurrent time attributes adopt
Allen’s time relations on intervals [21]. 13 attributes
make up this sub group consisting of Time:before,
Time:before/during, Time:beforeInverse, Time:during,
Time:during/overlaps, Time:during/overlapsInverse,
Time:finishes, Time:finishesInverse, Time:isEqualTo,
Time:meets and Time:meetsInverse. Time:before indi-
cates that the domain element of the relationship hap-
pens entirely before the range element, where the be-
fore is to be interpreted as Allen’s interval relations
intends, i.e., the domain ends before the range starts.
Time:during/overlaps indicates that the domain ele-
ment either happens during the range element or over-
laps the range element, and so on. Relations between
continuants and occurrents are simply a subset of
those between continuants. The set consists of the fol-
lowing four attributes: Time:same, Time:same/future,
Time:future and Time:same/past, interpreted in the ob-
vious way.

States contain attributes that describe possible
state changes of either the domain or range element
of the relationship. Six attributes are contained
within this category consisting of Domain:Birth,
Domain:Changed, Domain:Death, Range:Birth,
Range:Changed, Range:Death and Range:Death.
Domain:Birth indicates that the relationship spec-

ifies the start of the domain element’s existence.
Domain:Changed indicates that the domain element
goes through some type of change (such as a change
in class or other properties) compared to what it
was previously. Domain:Death indicates that the
relationship specifies the end of the domain elements
existence. The same holds for the Range:X attributes
in relation to the range elements.

Identity consists of only a single attribute Iden-
tity:same which indicates that both the domain and
range element of the relationship share the same iden-
tity, i.e., they represent the same temporal entity.

Rigid consists of only a single attribute Rigid which
indicates that the relationship follows one of a rigid
pattern, where both the domain and range elements of
the relationship are required to be consecutively re-
lated through time for some required duration.

AHFAT consists of only a single attribute AHFAT
which indicates that the relationship’s domain element
is required to have a relation to a compatible range
element at all times (during its existence).

Each attribute may also be paired with a tag Neces-
sary:No which indicates that it is not necessary for
the corresponding relationship to hold that particular
attribute, although in some scenarios it can. For ex-
ample, the attribute Rigid-Necessary:No is interpreted
as “it is not necessary in all cases for the relation R
to be interpreted rigidly, but in some cases, a rigid
interpretation holds for R”. An example of when this
may be the case is where an ontology specifically
describes atemporal information.

Hierarchical relationships exist between many of the
temporal attributes, since some of the attributes imply
others in a way that is similar to OWL’s subClassOf re-
lation. For example, Time:past implies Time:diff since
a past relation is a relation between two different time
points. Figure 2 shows how each attribute type is po-
sitioned in its corresponding hierarchy. The Domain &
Range attributes are ordered depending on their onto-
logical constraints according to the RO class hierarchy.
The remaining attributes are ordered based on their in-
herent implications.

Temporal Attribute Examples To further demonstrate
the meaning of several temporal attributes, we present
examples illustrating their usage. Since we cannot pro-
vide examples for all attributes due to space consid-
erations, the attributes chosen for demonstration are a
representative set of all attributes and will provide a
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Fig. 2. Hierarchies of temporal attributes grouped by their category and ordered based upon a subsumption relation. C = continuant, IC =
independent continuant, SDC = specifically dependent continuant, GDC = generically dependent continuant, O = occurrent and P = process.

sufficient level of knowledge to determine the remain-
ing attributes. As with the developmental sequence ex-
ample from Figure 1, the examples imagine OWL to
have an embedded timeline, where we view a distinct
OWL world at every point on the timeline. Also, when
necessary, OWL axioms are used to describe examples
and are displayed in DL syntax. We begin by describ-
ing the different types of entities (continuants and oc-
currents) before moving onto the temporal attributes of
relations.

Fig. 3. An independent continuant, persisting through time

Figure 3 displays an independent continuant persist-
ing through time. It exists alone, without being depen-

dant on another entity, displayed by the fact that no
other elements exist in each world. It also maintains its
identity throughout time, displayed by having the same
element in each world.

Fig. 4. A specifically dependent continuant, persisting through time
and depending on another continuant for its existence

Figure 4 shows an example of a specifically depen-
dent continuant sdc, and an independent continuant ic,
existing at times t and t + 1. The dependency is pre-
sented using the inheresIn relation which is defined
as: “a relation between a specifically dependent con-
tinuant (the dependent) and an independent continu-
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ant (the bearer), in which the dependent specifically
depends on the bearer for its existence”. Such a re-
lationship is usually represented using the OWL ax-
iom SDC v ∃inheresIn.IC, however when consid-
ering the temporal aspects of continuants and the re-
lation inheresIn, more constraints are necessary. We
identify 4 temporal attributes for the inheresIn relation
which are Domain:SDC-Range:IC, Time:Same, Rigid
and AHFAT. The first attribute is used to simply spec-
ify the domain and range constraints of the relation
which are present in the relation’s definition and its
logical constraints in RO. The second attribute is used
to state that the relation holds between elements at a
single point in time, illustrated in Figure 4 by the fact
the inheresIn relation connects the elements sdc and ic
in a single world at a time. This information was gath-
ered from an annotation on the relation itself: “axiom
holds for all times” which specifies that the relation
holds between the two elements at the same time, and
also by observing its usage in ontologies in the bio-
health community. The third attribute is used to show
that the relation could be rigid between its elements,
i.e., if the relation holds for multiple time points, it
must be between the same elements unless otherwise
specified. This attribute was inferred in the same way
as the previous attribute: through one of the relation’s
annotations and usage throughout ontologies. Finally,
the forth attribute states that SDCs must always inhere
in some IC, which was also extracted from the anno-
tation which states “axiom holds for all time”. This is
illustrated by the fact when sdc is in existence (at times
t and t+1) it always has an inheresIn relation to ic. Re-
garding the existence constraints on continuants, when
ic ceases to exist at time (t+2), sdc should also cease
to exist, since its existence was dependant on ic, which
is displayed in Figure 4 by the disappearance of both
elements.

Fig. 5. A process, having different temporal parts over time whilst
occurring in a material entity.

Figure 5 demonstrates a relation between a process
and its temporal parts, and their dependency on a con-
tinuant for their existence. The main process p1, has
3 distinct temporal parts (p2 − p4) at times t, t + 1
and t + 2, all of which are related via the partOf re-
lation. Notice that each temporal part of the process
only exists in a single world, whilst the main process
exists throughout, demonstrating the temporal phases
of the process. Since processes rely on a material en-
tity for their existence, the main process is related to
an independent continuant during its temporal phases
via the occursIn relation, used in RO to relate a process
and an independent continuant to express their depen-
dencies and spatio-temporal properties. In OWL, this
knowledge is usually represented using the following
axioms:

– P1 v ∃occursIn.IC
– P2 v ∃partO f .p1
– P3 v ∃partO f .p1
– P4 v ∃partO f .p1

where P1 is the main process that occurs in some con-
tinuant C, and each P2 − P4 is a temporal part of P1.
The occursIn relation is defined as “a relation between
a process and an independent continuant, in which
the process takes place entirely within the independent
continuant”. We tagged the relation with the temporal
attributes Domain:P-Range:IC, Time:Same and Rigid.
The first attribute is used to show that the domain of
the relation is a process (P) and the range is an in-
dependent continuant (IC), extracted from the defini-
tion of the relation itself, and confirmed through its re-
strictions in RO. The second attribute is used to de-
scribe the fact the relation is between two entities (p1
and ic) at single points in time. This is derived from
its usage in ontologies, and its formal definition in RO
which specifies the exact time point where the relation
holds. The final attribute is used to show the relation
needs to be rigid, i.e., if the relation holds for multiple
time points, then the same elements must be related
throughout these time points. This attribute was again
extracted from information in the relation’s annota-
tions; the process needs to occur entirely within the
same continuant whilst it is unfolding through time.
Regarding the partOf relation (described previously in
section 3.2), the Rigid property is not necessary in this
example since each partOf relation only lasts for a sin-
gle time point, however, if one of p1’s parts lasted for
more than one time point, it would be necessary to en-
force that it remains part of p1 throughout these time
points, and not some other process.
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Fig. 6. An independent continuant being derived from another inde-
pendent continuant at the previous time point.

Figure 6 illustrates the derivesFrom relation. It is de-
fined in RO as: “a relation between two distinct ma-
terial entities, the new entity and the old entity, in
which the new entity begins to exist when the old en-
tity ceases to exist, and the new entity inherits the
significant portion of the matter of the old entity”.
The relation is tagged with the temporal attributes
Domain:IC-Range:IC, Time:Past, Domain:Birth and
Range:Death. The first attribute is used since the def-
inition describes both the domain and range of the re-
lation as a material entity, which is a subclass of the
Independent Continuant class in RO. The second at-
tribute is used since the relation relates two entities
at two separate time points, specifically a present and
past time point, which is directional from the former
to the latter, hence the usage of the Time:Past attribute.
This is displayed in the direction of the derivesFrom
arrow in Figure 6. This information was extracted from
the relations definition which implies the domain ele-
ment exists after the range element ceases to exist, and
that the two entities do not exist at the same time and
therefore cannot be related at the same point in time.
The third and forth attributes were again extracted
from the relation’s definition and are used to show that
the domain element, ic1, comes into existence (it is
born: Birth) when the range element ic2 ceases to ex-
ist (Death). This is shown in Figure 6 where ic2 is no
longer present at time t + 1, and conversely, the same
holds for ic1 at time t.

Fig. 7. An occurrent that starts with another occurrent

Figure 7 demonstrates temporal relations between
occurrents. The relation used in this example is
startsWith where o1 startsWith o2, which would be ex-
pressed using the OWL axiom O1 v ∃startsWith.O2.
startsWith is defined in RO as “x starts with y if and
only if x has part y and the time point at which x starts
is equivalent to the time point at which y starts. For-
mally: α(y) = α(x) ∧ ω(y) < ω(x), where α is a
function that maps a process to a start point, and ω
is a function that maps a process to an end point.”.
This relation is annotated with the temporal attributes
Domain:O-Range:O and Time:StartsInverse extracted
directly form the relation’s definition and constraints
in RO. The first was used since both elements of the re-
lation are defined as being occurrents (O), and the sec-
ond attribute is used since the definition of the relation
is intended to describe Allen’s starts′. The time point
at which the o1 starts must be the same as o2’s start
point, and o2 must end before the time o1 ends. This is
displayed in Figure 7 since both occurrents come into
existence at time t+1 and o2 ends at time t+1, before
o1 ends, illustrated by their appearance and disappear-
ance in each world.

Fig. 8. An independent continuant which is an immediate transfor-
mation of another independent continuant.

Figure 8 demonstrates the immediateTransforma-
tionOf temporal relation between two independent
continuants. The relation is defined as “x immediate
transformation of y iff x immediately succeeds y tempo-
rally at a time boundary t, and all of the matter present
in x at t is present in y at t, and all the matter in y
at t is present in x at t” and can be used in OWL as
follows: IC1 v ∃immediateTrans f ormationO f .IC2.
This relation is annotated with the temporal attributes
Dom:IC-Ran:IC, Time:PastImmediate, Identity:Same
and Dom:Changed. The first attribute is based on do-
main and range contraints extracted from RO. The sec-
ond attribute was extracted from the relation’s defini-
tion and indicates that the domain element of the re-
lationship is related to the range present at the previ-
ous moment in time. The third attribute was also ex-
tracted from the definition and indicates that both the
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domain and range element are in fact the same entity,
derived from the statement that they share exactly the
same matter, i.e., the same entity instantiates different
classes over time. This is illustrated in Figure 8 by hav-
ing the same single element ic1 present at each time
point, but being an instance of different classes at time
t and t + 1 when the relation takes place, indicated by
a darker shade simulating a change in class.

3.3. Temporal Annotations

With the resulting temporal attributes, we developed
a coding scheme to then annotate each RO relationship
with what we call a temporal annotation which con-
sists of its temporal attributes, defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Temporal Annotation). Let R be a re-
lation from RO, and Y ={Domain & Range, Time,
States, Identity, Rigid, AHFAT} be the sets of tempo-
ral attributes described above. A temporal annotation
for R is a set A ⊂ ∪Y where A contains

– a single domain and range attribute
– 0 or 1 identity attributes
– a single time attribute
– 0 or 1 rigidity attribute
– 1 or more state attributes
– 0 or 1 AHFAT attributes

To allow for full comparisons of temporal attributes
and annotations, we also include the upward closure of
attributes for a given annotation according to the tem-
poral attribute hierarchies in Figure 2, in what we call
a temporal inferred annotation, defined as follows:

Definition 2. Let R be a relation from RO with an ex-
isting temporal annotation A. Let (Y,6) be the poset
shown in Figure 2. The temporal inferred annotation
for R, represented as the closure cl of A, is defined as
follows:

cl(A) = {y | ∃x : x ∈ A ∧ x 6 y}

The Necessary:No tags do not necessarily have to
appear on the inferred attributes. As an example, the
temporal annotation A1 for part of is {Domain:X-
Range:X, Time:same, AHFAT, Rigid-Necessary:No}.
Its temporal inferred annotation AI

1 is equal to A1.
The temporal annotation A2 for develops from is
{Domain:IC-Range:IC, Time:past, Identity:Same-
Necessary:No, Domain:Birth-Necessary:No, Do-
main:Changed}. Its temporal inferred annotation
AI
2 = A2 ∪ {Domain:IC-Range:C, Domain:C-

Range:IC, Domain:C-Range:C, Time:diff }.

3.4. Matching temporal features across OBO foundry
ontologies

Although the rules of the OBO Foundry enforce
that terms, such as relationships, be used consistently
throughout (at least) OBO Foundry ontologies, there
are instances where this is not the case. Ideally, to
check for a relationship’s usage in an ontology, one
should be able to simply search the ontology’s signa-
ture for an occurrence of the relationship’s IRI. How-
ever, this relies heavily on ontology developers cor-
rectly using terms from other vocabularies, i.e. import-
ing vocabularies. This is often not the case since im-
porting ontologies could result in negative side effects
such as size increase or a jump in complexity. In the
RO case, this matter is immediately realised. Its ex-
pressivity is very high due to its complex modelling
of relations (role hierarchies, role chains, size, etc) and
importing the RO will most likely have a direct nega-
tive effect on performance and reasoning time. If not
importing the ontology, then at the least the same IRI
of any relation used should be adopted in order to in-
dicate the intention that the relationship is the same re-
lationship from RO. Unfortunately, this is not always
the case. Instead, developers may (and do) create their
own entity with a similar name. For this reason, we
cannot simply rely on checking for exactly matching
IRIs in an ontology’s signature. Therefore, we adopt a
smart matching approach, where we define that a re-
lationship outside RO smartly matches a RO relation
if either they share the same IRI, name (rdfs:label), al-
ternative term (IAO_0000118), OBO foundry unique
label (IAO_0000589) or the same exact synonym (ha-
sExactSynonym) to avoid any potential misses. These
annotation properties were chosen due to the informa-
tion encoded in each: they are clear, unambiguous in
their meaning and ontologies that define their own re-
lationship would be likely to use values from these an-
notations. Manual inspection of the annotation proper-
ties’ values and self-defined relations in the RO con-
firm this. Exact matches occur when a relationship in-
side an OBO ontology has the same IRI of a relation
from RO (i.e., exact matches refer to the correct usage
of RO relations in external ontologies, as specified by
the OBO Foundry’s rules).

3.5. Usage of temporal features

We present a notion of usage that defines if and how
an ontology in OBO uses a temporal attribute, annota-
tion or relationship from the relation ontology.
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When considering usage throughout the corpus, we
shift our attention towards the terminological aspects
of the ontologies in the corpus. That is, we choose
to investigate the explicitly asserted terminological
knowledge, specifically TBox axioms. Our notion of
usage is defined as follows:

Definition 3. Let f be a temporal attribute, F a tem-
poral annotation, P an RO relationship,O an ontology
occurring in the OBO Foundry and let α be a termino-
logical axiom in O. We say that

– F uses f if f ∈ F
– P uses F if P is annotated with F
– α uses P if P occurs in α
– O uses P if P occurs in O

where uses is transitive.

3.6. Analysing the importance of temporal features

Our goal is to determine the importance of temporal
features, i.e., attributes, relations and annotations. Al-
though temporal relations are annotated with temporal
annotations, which are in turn made up of temporal at-
tributes, we choose to initially focus on all three fea-
tures individually since they all produce different anal-
yses for different audiences. For example, analysing
temporal relations could benefit ontology authors as
they could determine on a high level, which relations
were considered most important, independent of what
temporal attributes they are made up of. On the con-
trary, analysing individual temporal attributes could be
useful for logic developers in determining what differ-
ent types of modelling features are required for a logic,
and more importantly, the importance of how attributes
co-occur in annotations to determine what combina-
tions are logically possible. To date, no agreed-upon
measure exists to quantify the importance of a partic-
ular entity E , such as a relation or a class, neither in
the context of a single ontology nor across an entire
corpus. Entities in an ontology can be used in a va-
riety of ways: they can be used to define the logical
content of an ontology, for example in the definition of
classes or other logical axioms, or even non-logical ex-
pressions such as annotations. As we are interested in
determining the requirements for temporal extensions
to a knowledge representation formalism, we care only
about how entities are used across logical axioms (Def.
3). Whilst temporal modelling intentions could be cap-
tured in non-logical content, for example, in annota-
tions, it could not be easily extracted. Parsing anno-

tations for temporal content amongst a corpus of on-
tologies would require complex natural language tech-
niques and would be out of the scope of an automated
systematic survey.

To quantify the importance of a particular temporal
feature, we decided to rely on coverage and axiom us-
age, which we refer to as impact for brevity. We define
both metrics for temporal features as follows:

Definition 4. Let e be either an attribute or annotation
and C be a set of ontologies.

Coverage(e) =
|{O ∈ C | O uses e}|

|C|

Impact(e) =

∑
O∈C

(
|{α∈O|α uses e}|
|{α∈O}|

)
|C|

The coverage measures how many ontologies each
feature is used in at least once. The impact describes
the percentage of axioms a feature occurs in per on-
tology (note that we present both metrics as propor-
tions over the whole corpus). Neither measure can per-
fectly quantify importance alone, therefore, we use
both in our analysis where appropriate. In our survey,
we will determine the impact and coverage of all tem-
poral relations identified through smart matching, as
well as the impact and coverage of their temporal fea-
tures across the OBO Foundry ontologies. We also de-
fine a score to quantify the overall importance of a fea-
ture, which takes into account both the coverage and
the impact, defined as follows:

Definition 5. Let e be a temporal feature and C be a
set of ontologies.

Importance(e) =
n(Coverage(e)) + n(Impact(e))

2

where n() is a normalisation function that linearly
rescales the data values to a range between 0 and 1.

The normalisation n() is applied to give both cover-
age and impact equal weight towards the importance
score.

3.7. Ranked list of temporal requirement sets

Our goal is to produce an ordered list of temporal
language requirements based on the results of our sur-
vey. We define a temporal requirement set, denoted
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R, as a set of temporal annotations. For example, the
temporal knowledge in O requires R if O uses ev-
ery annotation A inR. In order to quantify the Impor-
tance of R, we make use of the following three met-
rics: (1) Coverage (Cov) , Necessity (Nec) and Mean-
Annotation-Importance (MAI).

(1) Coverage indicates the number of ontologies for
which a requirements set is sufficient; it corresponds to
the number of ontologies that can be fully expressed if
the temporal requirements inR are met (i.e., the set of
all temporal annotations used in O is a subset ofR:

Cov(R) = |{O ∈ C | ∀A : O uses A implies
A ∈ R}|

This metric is of particular interest to language devel-
opers whose goal is to enable as many knowledge engi-
neers as possible to express the full set of their tempo-
ral requirements. The disadvantage is that covering re-
quirement sets are often large, i.e. contain a large num-
ber of temporal annotations and attributes, and may,
therefore, be difficult to realise.

(2) The necessity score corresponds to the number
of ontologies that need a particular set of temporal re-
quirements to be met, i.e.R is a subset of the set of all
temporal annotations A used in O:

Nec(R) = |{O ∈ C | ∀A ∈ R : O uses A}|

The advantage of using this metric as the basis for lan-
guage design is that requirements with a high neces-
sity score are typically small, and may benefit a wider
group of users. The disadvantage is that there is no
guarantee that any user will have all of their temporal
requirements satisfied (or indeed a significant propor-
tion).

(3) The third metric, mean annotation importance,
is the mean importance score (see Definition 5) of all
annotations in the requirement set:

MAI(R) =

∑
A∈R

Importance(A)

| R |

To quantify the overall importance of a requirement
set, we use the following formula:

Importance(R) =

n(Cov(R)) + n(Nec(R)) + n(MeanAnnImp(R))
3

The normalisation function n() is used for the same
reason as in Definition 5. As the total requirements
space is in the worst case exponential in the number of
distinct annotations3, we decided to consider only full
sets of temporal annotations that occur in some OBO
Foundry ontology. For example, if the full set of an-
notations used in an ontology O1 was A1, A2 and A3,
and the full set of annotations used in another ontology
O2 was A1, A2 and A4, we considered only the require-
ments R1 = {A1, A2, A3} and R2 = {A1, A2, A4} for
our analysis, and not R3 = {A1, A2} even though it is
a subset of bothR1 andR2. This reduces the space of
possible requirements drastically (to, in the worst case,
the number of OBO Foundry ontologies). The advan-
tage is that we do not have to concern ourselves with
combinations of annotations that might be practically
useless (because of annotations that would never co-
occur in real ontologies). On the flip-side, the converse
is true: we might miss small, almost covering require-
ment sets that could be potentially very useful. We do
believe however that it is, when in doubt, best to be
guided by the empirical distribution of co-occurring
temporal annotations, so we chose to restrict our atten-
tion to “used” annotation combinations. Following this
procedure resulted in a total of 75 requirements.

4. Results

A full account of the analysis (scripts and all results)
can be found on rpubs (http://rpubs.com/matentzn/
obo-tdl-v3). Although our main focus is on determin-
ing the importance of temporal requirements, we first
discuss the findings of matchings, relations and at-
tributes.

4.1. Smart & Exact Matching

For each ontology, we iterated through each termi-
nological axiom and recorded whether or not the ax-
iom contained an an exact match, or otherwise a smart
match of an RO relation. We repeated this for every
axiom in every ontology, for every relation in RO.

Out of 140 downloadable ontologies (December
2016) of the OBO Foundry Repository, 11 were not
parseable. While 31 ontologies contained no RO re-
lations according to our matching approach, 98 on-
tologies contained smart matches. It is noteworthy
that, if we had relied on exact matches alone, only

3The powerset of all possible annotations

http://rpubs.com/matentzn/obo-tdl-v3
http://rpubs.com/matentzn/obo-tdl-v3
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68 ontologies would have matched RO relations. This
means that we would have underestimated the need
for temporal modelling significantly (30% of the OBO
Foundry ontologies would have been ignored).

In terms of the axioms the relations are used in, if
we were to ignore axioms that only had smart matches,
we would be ignoring, again, 30% of all axioms in
the OBO Foundry. Of course, it could be the case that
all of the smart matches were incorrect matches (they
were not meant to simulate RO relations), but we did
investigate a reasonably sized random selection of the
matches, and it seemed obvious that the relations were
matched correctly. For example, some of the matched
relations investigated were used in the same way (even
temporally) as the way they are defined in the RO. Ta-
ble 1 shows, for the top 10 elements, by how much the
coverage would be underestimated when considering
only exact matches.

Relation Exact Smart % Diff

part of 52.04 79.59 52.94
has part 40.82 48.98 19.99
inheres in 24.49 29.59 20.82
has participant 17.35 27.55 58.79
has role 16.33 26.53 62.46
realizes 21.43 24.49 14.28
located in 18.37 21.43 16.66
has quality 12.24 20.41 66.75
bearer of 15.31 19.39 26.65
develops from 16.33 19.39 18.74

Table 1
The top 10 RO relations showing their smart matching and corre-
sponding exact matching metrics in terms of the percentage of on-
tologies they were matched in. % Diff is the percentage difference
between the exact and smart matches.

4.2. Importance of Temporal Features

The temporal features are categorised based on
their domain and range type, and analyses are per-
formed within these categories. This decision was
made because each feature contains different com-
binations of temporal attributes, which cannot be
meaningfully evaluated against attributes contained
in features with different domain and range types.
This way, the analyses are rendered more compre-
hensible, and comparisons may be drawn against
similar temporal phenomena. The domain-range
categories used are Continuant-Continuant (CC),
Occurrent-Occurrent (OO), Occurrent-Continuant and
Continuant-Occurrent (OC-CO) and Other (OT) that

includes features that contain the attribute (Domain:X-
Range:X). Where appropriate, we use CAT as an ab-
breviation for domain-range categories.

4.2.1. Temporal Relations
We begin by providing a short analysis of tempo-

ral relations used across OBO Foundry ontologies. The
full tables that display the impact and coverage for ev-
ery matched relation can be seen in Appendix A. A to-
tal of 145 relations were used across the OBO Foundry,
of which 98 were CC (68%), 24 were OC-CO (17%),
18 were OO (12%) and 5 were OT (3%).

Fig. 9. Distribution of the proportion of axioms with smart matches
across ontologies

Fig. 10. Distribution of RO relation usage across ontologies

Figures 9 and 10 show two histograms illustrating
the prevalence and diversity of relations used. Figure 9
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shows the distribution of ontologies by smart match
prevalence, i.e the proportion of axioms that use at
least one RO or RO-like relation compared to the to-
tal number of axioms in the ontology. For example, the
microRNA ontology (MIRNAO) has 764 axioms, with
79 axioms using at least one of RO(-like) relation, re-
sulting in a proportion of 79/764 = 10.34%. As can
be seen, there are 2 ontologies that have near 100% re-
lation usage in their axioms. Most have relation preva-
lence in the range of 0% − 75%, gradually declining
towards the high proportion end. There is a large peak
around the 0% region. Some ontologies responsible for
this peak are those that have large axioms counts, but
low RO relation usage.

Figure 10 illustrates the diversity of RO relations as
the total number of different RO relations that were
used in an ontology. For example, MIRNAO makes use
of 8 different RO relations (which is close to the em-
pirical mean of 8.3 different relations per ontology).
Only 8 ontologies contain more than 20 different RO
relations, and, perhaps apart from UBERON (78) and
OVAE (51), even these contain only a fraction of all
existing RO relations. This indicates an overall low di-
versity of RO relations across single ontologies, how-
ever, we believe this to be expected: for an ontology to
have a high diversity of relations, the domain for which
the ontology covers would be considerably large. The
majority of ontologies in the OBO Foundry cover spe-
cific areas of interest, ignoring the few upper-level on-
tologies that intend to classify general knowledge. This
can explain both the high coverage across the corpus
and the comparatively low within-ontology relation di-
versity.

Relation #O Coverage CAT

part of 78 79.59 OT
has part 48 48.98 OT
inheres in 29 29.59 CC
has participant 27 27.55 OC-CO
has role 26 26.53 CC
realizes 24 24.49 OC-CO
located in 21 21.43 CC
has quality 20 20.41 CC
bearer of 19 19.39 CC
develops from 19 19.39 CC

Table 2
Top 10 temporal relations ordered by coverage

Relation Impact CAT

part of 11.52 OT
has part 3.03 OT
immediately preceded by 2.24 OO
inheres in 2.07 CC
has quality 1.52 CC
bearer of 1.30 CC
develops from 0.99 CC
has modifier 0.65 CC
derives from 0.57 CC
preceded by 0.56 OO

Table 3
Top 10 temporal relations ordered by impact

Summary metrics of impact and coverage can be
seen in Table 4. Tables 2 and 3 show the top ten rela-
tions amongst all categories, ordered by their coverage
and impact respectively. As can be seen in Tables 2 and
3, two OT relations have the highest impact and cover-
age. The remaining top ten relations for coverage and
impact are mostly CC relations, with only 3 relations
being OC-CO or OO.

As can be seen in Table 4, the average coverage and
impact for CC, OO and OC-CO relations are roughly
the same, whereas they are considerably higher for OT.
The OT category dominates the relation results. This is
due to the relation partOf which has both the highest
scores by a considerable margin for impact and cover-
age out of all relations. Its inverse, hasPart also con-
tributes to the high scores of the OT category with rel-
atively high scores, outscoring every relation from any
other category. The remaining relations in OT have low
scores. Although the CC category has the highest num-
ber of used relations (98), only 12 have a coverage
above 10 with the remaining relations’ coverage grad-
ually declining towards 1.02 (1 ontology). Only 3 CC
relations have impact above 1. OO and OC-CO have
similar trends: few relations have relatively high cov-
erage scores with the remaining declining steadily to-
wards 0, and even fewer have notable impact scores.
There is an overall strong correlation between cover-
age and impact for the CC, OC-CO and OT categories
each falling above 0.7, whereas the OO correlation was
only 0.552.
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Type (n) µ-cov (σ) µ-imp (σ) Correl min-cov max-cov min-imp max-imp

CC (98) 4.414 (5.802) 0.106 (0.314) 0.764 1.02 29.59 0 2.066
OO (18) 5.555 (5.482) 0.244 (0.532) 0.552 1.02 18.37 0 2.24
OC-CO (24) 6.845 (7.538) 0.127 (0.155) 0.763 1.02 27.55 0 0.56
OT (5) 26.734 (35.949) 2.969 (4.946) 0.94 1.02 79.59 0.005 11.519

Table 4
Metrics of relations (n = 145) in each domain and range category

4.2.2. Temporal Attributes

Attribute #O Coverage CAT

OT-Dom:X-Ran:X 84 85.71 OT
OT-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 84 85.71 OT
OT-TI:AHFAT 84 85.71 OT
OT-Time:Same 84 85.71 OT
CC-Dom:C-Ran:C 68 69.39 CC
CC-Dom:IC-Ran:C 62 63.27 CC
CC-Time:Same 60 61.22 CC
CC-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 59 60.20 CC
CC-TI:AHFAT 53 54.08 CC
CC-Dom:C-Ran:IC 46 46.94 CC

Table 5
Top 10 temporal attributes by coverage

Attribute Impact CAT

OT-Time:Same 14.85 OT
OT-Dom:X-Ran:X 14.55 OT
OT-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 14.55 OT
OT-TI:AHFAT 14.55 OT
CC-Dom:C-Ran:C 10.40 CC
CC-Time:Same 8.49 CC
CC-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 8.22 CC
CC-Dom:IC-Ran:C 6.72 CC
CC-TI:AHFAT 4.83 CC
OO-Dom:O-Ran:O 4.39 OO

Table 6
Top 10 temporal attributes by impact

Coverage & Impact The coverage and impact of all
temporal attributes can be found in Appendix B. The
top ten attributes for both coverage and impact can be
seen in Tables 5 and 6 respectively. OT attributes fol-
lowed by CC attributes dominate the top ten scores,
with only one other attribute from the OO category ap-
pearing in the top ten for either metric. The average
coverages and impacts for each category have more
variation than in the relation case.

73 attributes were used across all domain and range
categories with 31(42%) belonging to CC, 16(22%) to

OO, 21(29%) to OC-CO and 5(7%) to OT. The corre-
lation between coverage and impact for each category
is high (µ = 0.898).

When considering CC attributes, it is clear that the
most popular domain and range combinations were
those between ICs (domain) and Cs (range). Other
combinations are also prominent involving SDCs,
whereas relations involving GDCs are less frequent.
The Time:Same attribute, which indicates that ele-
ments involved in the relation are related at the same
time point, has both higher coverage and impact than
the Time:Diff attribute, which indicates that the ele-
ments are related at different time points (e.g., devel-
opsFrom). There is a considerable difference between
the two (and for each of Time:diff ’s subtypes), al-
though the coverage of Time:diff is not low enough to
ignore. Attributes from the States set are less frequent,
with notable coverages, but low impacts. Finally, the
attribute Rig:Yes scores in the top 3 attributes for cov-
erage and impact, indicating that the majority of used
CC relations require this feature.

OO relations only differ by their Time and Do-
main& Range attributes. Only 4 Time attributes
have coverage above 10, and only one of which,
Time:MeetsInverse has an impact score above 1. The
overall impact average was particularly low for OO at-
tributes. OO relations that were specifically declared
to be between processes (identified by those relations
having the attribute Dom:P-Ran:P) have a coverage of
10.20, roughly 25% of overall OO attribute coverage,
but their impact is significantly lower at only 0.157,
around 3% of the total impact for OO attributes.

Only 5 OC-CO attributes have impact over 1, with
3 coming from the Domain & Range set, 1 from the
Rigid set and 1 from the State set. These attributes also
appear in the top scoring coverage attributes. There
is no significant Domain & Range type attribute that
stands out above others. Two noteworthy findings are
that (1) the Time:Same attribute has both higher cov-
erage and impact than Time:Diff, and (2) the Rig:Yes
attribute plays a key role.

The majority of OT attributes have the highest
scores amongst all attributes, which are those that are
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Type (n) µ-cov (σ) µ-imp (σ) Correl min-cov max-cov min-imp max-imp

CC (31) 25.313 (21.226) 2.094 (2.831) 0.921 1.02 69.39 0.001 10.398
OO (16) 11.544 (13.336) 0.834 (1.495) 0.909 1.02 41.84 0 4.393
OC-CO (21) 18.901 (14.032) 0.665 (0.629) 0.761 3.06 46.94 0.066 2.376
OT (5) 69.18 (36.962) 11.76 (6.41) 1 3.06 85.71 0.296 14.849

Table 7
Metrics of attributes (n = 73) in each domain and range category

contained within the annotations for the hasPart and
partOf relations. Interestingly, the attribute Rig:Yes is
one of the most used attributes, in terms of coverage
and impact.

4.3. Temporal Annotations and Temporal
Requirements

The coverage and impact scores of all annotations
can be seen in Appendix C, with summary metrics in
Table 8. A list of all annotations can be seen in Table
16 (Appendix C). Tables 10 and 11 show the top ten
annotations amongst all categories, ordered by their
coverage and impact respectively.

The coverage of annotations in each category fol-
lows a similar trend: a fraction of the annotations have
coverage above 10, with the remainder gradually de-
clining towards the minimum (1.02). Very few annota-
tions have notable impact scores in each category, only
6 annotations have impact over 1 in the CC, OO and
OT categories, and none have impact over 1 in OC-CO.

4.3.1. Analysis of temporal requirements
Requirement sets are complete sets of temporal an-

notations that occur in at least one ontology. To quan-
tify the importance of requirement sets, we take a two
step approach. First, we compute an overall impor-
tance score, introduced in Section 3.7. Second, we
compute the Pareto frontier. Ideally, we would like
to order the set of requirements in a way that allows
users to understand which are the most relevant. How-
ever, if we consider importance, coverage and neces-
sity equally important, there cannot be such an order:
there is always a trade-off (if we increase coverage, we
often need to decrease necessity). The pareto frontier
is the set of requirements that are pareto-optimal. A
pareto-optimal requirement is a requirement for which
there is no other requirement that has a higher value
for one of the three metrics, without at the same time
having a lower value for another. This way, the pareto
frontier gives us a natural set of requirements, that as
a whole are strictly better than the set of requirements
not on the pareto frontier. Note that this selection of

requirements satisfies a user only if they consider all
three metrics equally important. All requirements sets
and their importance scores can be seen in Appendix
D, in Tables D.1 and D.2.

Annotation #O Coverage CAT

A68 84 85.71 OT
A32 34 34.69 CC
A38 34 34.69 CC
A63 29 29.59 CC
A57 27 27.55 OC-CO
A59 24 24.49 OC-CO
A43 21 21.43 OO
A2 19 19.39 CC
A26 19 19.39 CC
A39 19 19.39 CC

Table 10
Top 10 temporal annotations by coverage

Annotation Impact CAT

A68 14.55 OT
A51 2.24 OO
A38 2.23 CC
A63 2.19 CC
A39 1.30 CC
A26 1.04 CC
A32 0.81 CC
A23 0.76 CC
A65 0.65 CC
A43 0.63 OO

Table 11
Top 10 temporal annotations by impact

75 temporal requirements were identified, of which
the top 15 (according to their importance score) can be
seen in Table 9. Requirements on the Pareto frontier
(12 in total), are shaded in grey (they do not have any
requirement sets that are strictly better than them). For
example, R49 is not on the Pareto frontier, but ranks
eigth according to our importance score. This is be-
cause it scores, taking into account all three metrics,
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Type (n) µ-cov (σ) µ-imp (σ) Correl min-cov max-cov min-imp max-imp

CC (32) 8.832 (9.95) 0.325 (0.601) 0.848 1.02 34.69 0 2.227
OO (14) 6.778 (6.388) 0.314 (0.595) 0.513 1.02 21.43 0 2.24
OC-CO (19) 8.216 (8.089) 0.16 (0.16) 0.725 1.02 27.55 0 0.565
OT (3) 29.93 (48.318) 4.95 (8.314) 1 1.02 85.71 0.005 14.549

Table 8
Metrics of annotations (n = 68) in each domain and range category

R ON PON OC POC MAI IMP

R75 84 0.86 17 0.17 1.00 0.78
R58 30 0.31 18 0.18 0.64 0.44
R51 31 0.32 18 0.18 0.61 0.44
R74 26 0.27 18 0.18 0.62 0.42
R46 19 0.19 21 0.21 0.57 0.39
R18 1 0.01 49 0.50 0.18 0.38
R67 13 0.13 21 0.21 0.58 0.37
R49 14 0.14 19 0.19 0.54 0.35
R65 8 0.08 24 0.24 0.43 0.32
R73 10 0.10 18 0.18 0.53 0.32
R50 11 0.11 19 0.19 0.46 0.31
R48 8 0.08 25 0.26 0.37 0.31
R27 1 0.01 38 0.39 0.17 0.30
R62 10 0.10 19 0.19 0.44 0.30
R7 2 0.02 36 0.37 0.20 0.30

Table 9
The top 15 requirement sets ordered by the their importance (IMP).
ON: Number of ontologies for which requirement set is necessary.
PON: ON as proportion. OC: Number of ontologies which are com-
pletely covered by requirement set. POC: OC as proportion. MAI:
Mean importance of annotations in requirement set. IMP: Overall
importance of requirement set. Shaded in grey or those requirements
which are on the Pareto frontier w.r.t to PON, POC and IMA.

strictly worse than R46, while the overall importance
score are roughly similar.

The average number of annotations per requirement
is 7.733 (σ = 6.831), and ranges from 1 to 39. The top
15 requirements (w.r.t importance) have an average of
5.3 (σ = 6.298) annotations per requirement, slightly
lower than the average score for all requirements. The
necessity scores range from 1 to 84, and on average,
each requirement set is necessarily needed for 7 on-
tologies. The coverage scores range from 1 to 49, and
on average, 21 ontologies are completely covered per
requirement.

When considering the diversity of annotations
within each requirement set, on average, 44.3% of
annotations are from the CC category (relations be-
tween continuants, e.g., contains), 15.3% from the
OO category (relations between occurrents, e.g., pre-
cedes), 23.4% from the OC-CO category (relations

between occurrents and continuants, e.g., existenceS-
tartsDuring) and 16.3% are from the OT category
(e.g., partOf ). The annotation that occurs most often is
A68, which occurs in 61 out of 75 (81%) requirements
and annotates relations such as partOf and hasPart.
A68 is the only annotation to occur in R75 - the re-
quirement with the largest necessity, mean annotation
importance and overall importance scores. A68 also
appears in every requirement on the Pareto frontier.

The diversity of the 12 pareto optimal requirements
is as follows: on average, 41.8% of the requirement
sets’ annotations are from the CC category, 14.6%
from the OO category, 6.5% from the OC-CO category
and 32.9% are from the OT category.

Considering only the top 5 requirement sets, the di-
versity of annotations along with their attributes is rel-
atively low. Only 5 annotations are used within the top
5 requirement sets made up of only 19 attributes. 4 of
the annotations belong to the CC category, 0 to OO, 0
to OC-CO and 1 to OT. 15 of their attributes belong to
the CC category and 5 to the OT category. The diver-
sity within each domain category is relatively low. For
example, regarding the CC category which contains 15
attributes, 2 of these attributes come from the States
set, 3 from the Time set, 7 from the Domain & Range
set, 1 from the Identity set, 1 from the Rigid set and 1
from the AHFAT set. Only 9 requirements (R2, R75,
R42, R66, R5, R69, R68, R72, R63) have annotations
from only one domain and range category. 20 require-
ment sets have annotations from 2 categories, another
23 have annotations from 3 categories and the remain-
ing 23 requirement sets contain annotations from all 4
categories.

This demonstrates the level of coverage needed by a
suitable temporal language extension to OWL. Based
on all requirement sets, it would not be enough for a
language extension to only focus on one type of tem-
poral phenomenon (for example, the modelling of con-
tinuants) as the majority of requirements contain more
than just one type of domain entity.

However, based on the overall importance scores, it
could be argued that the most important requirements,
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for example, the top 5 requirements, could almost be
fully modelled by a language extension that focuses
on only one type of temporal entity (continuants),
since 90% of the annotations for these requirements
only require the modelling of continuants. To
demonstrate the necesssary modelling capabilities of
a suitable temporal extension L to OWL, consider
only the top 5 requirements. With regards to the 5
annotations used throughout these requirements, 4
of them are associated with continuants, and con-
tain the following 15 attributes: i) Domain:SDC-
Range:IC ii) Domain:SDC-Range:C iii) Domain:C-
Range:IC iv) Domain:IC-Range:IC v) Domain:IC-
Range:SDC vi) Domain:IC-Range:C vii) Domain:C-
Range:C viii) Time:Diff ix) Time:Past x) Time:Same
xi) Domain:Changed-Nec:No xii) Domain:Birth-
Nec:No xiii) Identity:Same-Nec:No xiv) Rigid-
Nec:No xv) AHFAT. First and foremost, the language
extension L would need to at least be able to model
continuants in general, and in particular, independent
and specifically dependent continuants (i-vii). How-
ever, that is not to say other types of continuants, such
as generically independent continuants do not need
to be modelled. Furthermore, two types of time con-
straints on relations are necessary: same time relations
and different time relations (viii-x). Additionally,
existence, changing states and identity would need to
be expressible in L to allow for continuants to be born
and change state at specific time points and also to
allow for identity to be enforced over multiple time
points (xi-xiii). Lastly, relation rigidity needs to be
expressible as well as the ability to state that axioms
hold for all times (xiv-xv). The remaining annotation,
A68, contains the attributes: i) AHFAT ii) Time:Same
iii) Domain:X-Range:X iv) Rigid:Nec:No. To express
these additional attributes, L would not only have to
have similar expressivity to that described previously,
but also have expressivity to model occurrents too
(iii).

When excluding A68 from L’s requirements, its ex-
pressivity demands are still diverse, despite the fact
that the focus is only on one type of temporal entity:
continuants. This shows that any temporal language
candidate requires high expressivity to even be able to
model only a few of the most important requirements.

5. Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
to systematically assess and report on a set of require-

ments for ontologies in a particular domain. By us-
ing a temporally annotated data set that is used widely
across the ontology corpus, we were able to determine
which individual temporal features in the dataset are
most important, as well as their co-occurrence with
other temporal features, both in terms of their usage in
each ontology, and their coverage.

When considering the individual temporal features,
due to the extent of diversity between the features, they
were analysed in groups, categorised by their occur-
rence with the different domain and range features. We
found that certain attributes were more prominent in
the corpus than others. For example, when considering
temporal features belonging to the CC category (those
features used in relations whose domain and range type
were both continuants), same-time relations were more
common than both past-time and future-time relations.
Due to the nature of the encoding scheme, we were
also able to compare relation categories against each
other. OT relations were overall the most prominent
amongst the corpus (in terms of coverage and impact),
followed by CC relations. OO and OC-CO relations
had roughly the same usage.

The analysis of the defined requirements showed
that there is high diversity amongst ontologies w.r.t the
different categories of temporal phenomena. On aver-
age, we found that requirements are made up of just
under half of CC attributes, followed by a quarter of
OC-CO attributes, and the rest are made up OT and OO
attributes. However, when focussing on the pareto op-
timal requirements, OT attributes become more preva-
lent. This is an important result since it shows that in
order to meet the requirements, a language would have
to be able to model a diverse set of temporal attributes.
This may be difficult due to how different the attributes
are in nature. For example, being able to model both
continuants and occurrents may be difficult, due to
how temporally different these entities are.

Amongst all stages of analysis, the relations part of
and has part, along with their annotation, attributes
and presence in requirements, were considered the
most important. These relations were the most used re-
lations, both in terms of coverage and impact. Their at-
tributes and annotation had the highest scores for cov-
erage and impact, and their annotation was used in
81% of all requirements, 100% of the top 15 require-
ments, and 100% of the requirements on the Pareto
frontier. Arguably, the most interesting feature of these
relations was the rigid attribute. It is well known that
having the ability to model rigidity in temporal log-
ics is a computationally hard problem [12, 18], which
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often leads to undecidability. If this is considered to
be one of the most important features, many potential
temporal language candidates may be deemed unsuit-
able.

Although not studied in detail in this paper, the anal-
yses of the data and the definition of the requirements
are intended to aid in the identification of a suitable
temporal extension of OWL (or its underlying logic)
to better aid in the modelling of the temporal features
found. We showed that the level of coverage needed for
even single requirements was very high. Language de-
signers can use the requirement sets to determine how
effective their languages are and to determine how best
to extend their language if it is not suitable. They could
also be used to drive the development of new language
extensions based solely on the requirements found in
this study. Languages could also be compared based
on how many temporal requirements are met.

5.1. Limitations

Although we identified a large amount of temporal
features present in the corpus of ontologies, they do
not represent an exhaustive set of features. All features
used were only derived from the relations used in RO.
Ontologies may exhibit other types of temporal phe-
nomena outside of the relation space which was not
covered by this survey. For example, the temporal fea-
tures extracted from the relations did not inform on the
type of timeline that was needed to express the feature,
such as a linear timeline compared to a branching time-
line. Therefore, we can only claim to have defined a
subset of the temporal requirements of the ontologies.
At the present time, it is not clear how additional data
could be extracted in a systematic or automated way,
not only due to the size of ontologies and the addi-
tional time needed for manual inspection, but also due
to there not being another known shared resource such
as the Relation Ontology, or the Basic Formal Ontol-
ogy, allowing data to be easily analysed.

When running our survey, we relied heavily on the
notion of smart matching: a way to match relations
across terminologies that look similar, but use differ-
ent IRIs. Although our matching technique was sen-
sible, it is possible that some of the matches may
have been incorrect, or other matches may have been
missed. Manual inspection of a sample of the matched
relations suggested otherwise, however, some matches
could still be missed.

5.2. Outlook

Before beginning to evaluate temporal language ex-
tensions, our next steps include further verification
of our requirement results. We hope to achieve this
by contacting ontology authors and confirming (1)
whether our interpretation of their ontology’s require-
ments was correct (2) whether our smart matching re-
sults were valid, and (3) whether our temporal inter-
pretations of relations coincide with their own inter-
pretations. This would reinforce the validity of our
results and possibly make them more fine-grained:
determining how relations are intended to be inter-
preted on an individual ontology level would allow us
to eliminate the Necessary attributes (e.g. Rigid:Yes-
Necessary:No), which would eliminate uncertainty in
the requirements.

The system we created for defining the importance
of certain features used throughout ontologies could
be used in other application domains to determine im-
portance of entities, not necessarily temporal. We in-
tend to further generalise this procedure and apply it
to other application domains to test its efficacy as an
entity importance measuring system for ontologies.

6. Conclusion

Our study produced an empirically validated set of
requirements that describe the temporal content of on-
tologies in the bio-health domain. The results showed
that the temporal requirements are diverse and cover a
wide range of different phenomena. These results aim
to provide a mechanism to show which temporal lan-
guage extensions are most suitable for the temporal
modelling of bio-health ontologies and can also drive
the creation of new language extensions, specifically
tailored to the requirements and the temporal nature of
bio-health ontologies.
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adjacent to 15 15.31 CC
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Relation #O COV CAT
has component 7 7.14 CC
location of 7 7.14 CC
member of 7 7.14 CC
surrounded by 7 7.14 CC
function of 6 6.12 CC
is concretized as 6 6.12 CC
produces 6 6.12 CC
role of 6 6.12 CC
surrounds 6 6.12 CC
attached to 5 5.10 CC
inheres in part of 5 5.10 CC
connected to 4 4.08 CC
connects 4 4.08 CC
has developmental contribution
from

4 4.08 CC

innervates 4 4.08 CC
produced by 4 4.08 CC
bounding layer of 3 3.06 CC
contains 3 3.06 CC
develops into 3 3.06 CC
directly develops from 3 3.06 CC
has potential to develop into 3 3.06 CC
innervated_by 3 3.06 CC
conduit for 2 2.04 CC
contributes to morphology of 2 2.04 CC
developmentally induced by 2 2.04 CC
developmentally replaces 2 2.04 CC
develops in 2 2.04 CC
has 2D boundary 2 2.04 CC
has habitat 2 2.04 CC
has modifier 2 2.04 CC
has plasma membrane part 2 2.04 CC
has potential to developmentally
contribute to

2 2.04 CC

has skeleton 2 2.04 CC
has soma location 2 2.04 CC
has synaptic terminal in 2 2.04 CC
immediate transformation of 2 2.04 CC
interacts with 2 2.04 CC
luminal space of 2 2.04 CC
quality of 2 2.04 CC
skeleton of 2 2.04 CC
supplies 2 2.04 CC
synapsed by 2 2.04 CC
synapsed to 2 2.04 CC

Relation #O COV CAT
transformation of 2 2.04 CC
tributary of 2 2.04 CC
attached to part of 1 1.02 CC
branching part of 1 1.02 CC
child nucleus of 1 1.02 CC
child nucleus of in
hermaphrodite

1 1.02 CC

child nucleus of in male 1 1.02 CC
confers advantage in 1 1.02 CC
contained in 1 1.02 CC
determined by 1 1.02 CC
determined by part of 1 1.02 CC
develops from part of 1 1.02 CC
distributary of 1 1.02 CC
drains 1 1.02 CC
electrically_synapsed_to 1 1.02 CC
expresses 1 1.02 CC
fasciculates with 1 1.02 CC
gene product of 1 1.02 CC
has disposition 1 1.02 CC
has fused element 1 1.02 CC
has host 1 1.02 CC
has muscle antagonist 1 1.02 CC
has muscle insertion 1 1.02 CC
has muscle origin 1 1.02 CC
has postsynaptic terminal in 1 1.02 CC
has presynaptic terminal in 1 1.02 CC
has synaptic terminal of 1 1.02 CC
has vector 1 1.02 CC
in homology relationship with 1 1.02 CC
lumen of 1 1.02 CC
molecularly interacts with 1 1.02 CC
partially overlaps 1 1.02 CC
serially homologous to 1 1.02 CC
spatially disjoint from 1 1.02 CC
synapsed_via_type_Ib_bouton_to 1 1.02 CC
synapsed_via_type_II_bouton_to 1 1.02 CC
synapsed_via_type_III_bouton_to 1 1.02 CC
synapsed_via_type_Is_bouton_to 1 1.02 CC
transcribed from 1 1.02 CC
transcribed to 1 1.02 CC

has participant 27 27.55 OC-CO
realizes 24 24.49 OC-CO
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Relation #O COV CAT
realized in 17 17.35 OC-CO
participates in 15 15.31 OC-CO
occurs in 14 14.29 OC-CO
capable of 10 10.20 OC-CO
has output 8 8.16 OC-CO
output of 6 6.12 OC-CO
has input 5 5.10 OC-CO
existence starts during 4 4.08 OC-CO
existence starts during or after 4 4.08 OC-CO
capable of part of 3 3.06 OC-CO
existence ends during 3 3.06 OC-CO
existence ends during or before 3 3.06 OC-CO
existence starts and ends during 3 3.06 OC-CO
actively participates in 2 2.04 OC-CO
existence ends with 2 2.04 OC-CO
existence starts with 2 2.04 OC-CO
formed as result of 2 2.04 OC-CO
has active participant 2 2.04 OC-CO
results in formation of 2 2.04 OC-CO
contains process 1 1.02 OC-CO
functionally related to 1 1.02 OC-CO
has intermediate 1 1.02 OC-CO

preceded by 18 18.37 OO
immediately preceded by 15 15.31 OO
precedes 15 15.31 OO
regulates 10 10.20 OO
negatively regulates 6 6.12 OO
starts 6 6.12 OO
ends during 4 4.08 OO
positively regulates 4 4.08 OO
ends 3 3.06 OO
happens during 3 3.06 OO
obsolete preceded by 3 3.06 OO
ends with 2 2.04 OO
immediately precedes 2 2.04 OO
starts during 2 2.04 OO
starts with 2 2.04 OO
causally downstream of 1 1.02 OO
causally upstream of or within 1 1.02 OO
simultaneous with 1 1.02 OO

part of 78 79.59 OT

Relation #O COV CAT
has part 48 48.98 OT
in taxon 2 2.04 OT
only in taxon 2 2.04 OT
depends on 1 1.02 OT

Table 12: Temporal relations, grouped by temporal cat-
egory and ordered by coverage (COV).

A.2. Relations: Impact

RO Relation IMP CAT
inheres in 2.066 CC
has quality 1.521 CC
bearer of 1.302 CC
develops from 0.994 CC
has modifier 0.651 CC
derives from 0.571 CC
has role 0.530 CC
overlaps 0.341 CC
has component 0.206 CC
attached to 0.194 CC
concretizes 0.158 CC
has function 0.147 CC
towards 0.132 CC
has member 0.131 CC
has plasma membrane part 0.129 CC
child nucleus of 0.126 CC
inheres in part of 0.123 CC
located in 0.115 CC
composed primarily of 0.092 CC
innervated_by 0.076 CC
directly develops from 0.048 CC
adjacent to 0.048 CC
continuous with 0.045 CC
has postsynaptic terminal in 0.038 CC
gene product of 0.037 CC
has presynaptic terminal in 0.035 CC
child nucleus of in male 0.035 CC
has disposition 0.028 CC
has synaptic terminal in 0.026 CC
child nucleus of in hermaphrodite 0.026 CC
interacts with 0.023 CC
is concretized as 0.022 CC
surrounds 0.022 CC
role of 0.021 CC
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RO Relation IMP CAT
has soma location 0.020 CC
connected to 0.020 CC
fasciculates with 0.018 CC
has potential to develop into 0.017 CC
expresses 0.017 CC
contributes to morphology of 0.017 CC
has developmental contribution from 0.016 CC
produces 0.016 CC
connects 0.015 CC
synapsed by 0.012 CC
quality of 0.010 CC
member of 0.010 CC
location of 0.010 CC
synapsed to 0.010 CC
has host 0.008 CC
surrounded by 0.008 CC
innervates 0.007 CC
has skeleton 0.007 CC
skeleton of 0.007 CC
immediate transformation of 0.007 CC
spatially disjoint from 0.006 CC
in homology relationship with 0.005 CC
develops into 0.005 CC
function of 0.005 CC
has muscle insertion 0.005 CC
has vector 0.005 CC
transcribed to 0.005 CC
branching part of 0.004 CC
has muscle origin 0.004 CC
has potential to developmentally con-
tribute to

0.004 CC

produced by 0.004 CC
luminal space of 0.003 CC
synapsed_via_type_Ib_bouton_to 0.003 CC
bounding layer of 0.003 CC
develops in 0.003 CC
contains 0.003 CC
supplies 0.003 CC
tributary of 0.002 CC
determined by 0.002 CC
molecularly interacts with 0.002 CC
conduit for 0.002 CC
drains 0.001 CC
has synaptic terminal of 0.001 CC
developmentally induced by 0.001 CC

RO Relation IMP CAT
transformation of 0.001 CC
has fused element 0.001 CC
has muscle antagonist 0.001 CC
determined by part of 0.001 CC
developmentally replaces 0.001 CC
electrically_synapsed_to 0.001 CC
transcribed from 0.001 CC
has habitat 0.001 CC
distributary of 0.000 CC
has 2D boundary 0.000 CC
synapsed_via_type_II_bouton_to 0.000 CC
synapsed_via_type_Is_bouton_to 0.000 CC
attached to part of 0.000 CC
confers advantage in 0.000 CC
develops from part of 0.000 CC
partially overlaps 0.000 CC
serially homologous to 0.000 CC
synapsed_via_type_III_bouton_to 0.000 CC
contained in 0.000 CC
lumen of 0.000 CC

has participant 0.560 OC-CO
realized in 0.385 OC-CO
participates in 0.266 OC-CO
existence ends during 0.263 OC-CO
existence starts during or after 0.261 OC-CO
existence starts during 0.260 OC-CO
existence ends during or before 0.259 OC-CO
realizes 0.233 OC-CO
occurs in 0.228 OC-CO
capable of 0.145 OC-CO
has output 0.063 OC-CO
has input 0.029 OC-CO
output of 0.025 OC-CO
existence starts and ends during 0.022 OC-CO
formed as result of 0.017 OC-CO
has active participant 0.005 OC-CO
capable of part of 0.005 OC-CO
actively participates in 0.004 OC-CO
results in formation of 0.004 OC-CO
has intermediate 0.002 OC-CO
existence ends with 0.001 OC-CO
existence starts with 0.001 OC-CO
contains process 0.001 OC-CO
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RO Relation IMP CAT
functionally related to 0.000 OC-CO

immediately preceded by 2.240 OO
preceded by 0.560 OO
ends during 0.496 OO
starts during 0.496 OO
regulates 0.157 OO
happens during 0.116 OO
negatively regulates 0.083 OO
precedes 0.072 OO
positively regulates 0.071 OO
obsolete preceded by 0.060 OO
immediately precedes 0.023 OO
causally downstream of 0.012 OO
starts 0.007 OO
ends 0.000 OO
ends with 0.000 OO
simultaneous with 0.000 OO
starts with 0.000 OO
causally upstream of or within 0.000 OO

part of 11.519OT
has part 3.029 OT
in taxon 0.276 OT
only in taxon 0.020 OT
depends on 0.005 OT

Table 13: Temporal relations, grouped by temporal cat-
egory and ordered by impact (IMP).

Appendix B. Temporal Attributes

B.1. Temporal Attributes: Coverage

Temporal Attribute #O COV CAT
CC-Dom:C-Ran:C 68 69.39 CC
CC-Dom:IC-Ran:C 62 63.27 CC
CC-Time:Same 60 61.22 CC
CC-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 59 60.20 CC
CC-TI:AHFAT 53 54.08 CC
CC-Dom:C-Ran:IC 46 46.94 CC
CC-Dom:IC-Ran:IC 46 46.94 CC
CC-Dom:IC-Ran:SDC 38 38.78 CC
CC-Time:Diff 37 37.76 CC

Temporal Attribute #O COV CAT
CC-Time:Past 36 36.73 CC
CC-Dom:SDC-Ran:C 34 34.69 CC
CC-Dom:SDC-Ran:IC 30 30.61 CC
CC-Dom:Birth 22 22.45 CC
CC-Dom:Changed 22 22.45 CC
CC-Ran:Changed 22 22.45 CC
CC-Dom:Birth-Nec:No 19 19.39 CC
CC-Dom:Changed-
Nec:No

19 19.39 CC

CC-Identity:Same-Nec:No 19 19.39 CC
CC-Ran:Death 17 17.35 CC
CC-Dom:SDC-Ran:GDC 15 15.31 CC
CC-Time:Future 9 9.18 CC
CC-Ran:Birth 7 7.14 CC
CC-Dom:GDC-Ran:SDC 6 6.12 CC
CC-Rig:Yes 6 6.12 CC
CC-Ran:Changed-Nec:No 5 5.10 CC
CC-Ran:Birth-Nec:No 3 3.06 CC
CC-Dom:SDC-Ran:SDC 2 2.04 CC
CC-Identity:Same 2 2.04 CC
CC-Ran:Death-Nec:No 2 2.04 CC
CC-Time:PastImmediate 2 2.04 CC
CC-Dom:GDC-Ran:GDC 1 1.02 CC

OC-CO-Time:Same 46 46.94 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:O-Ran:C 42 42.86 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:P-Ran:C 37 37.76 OC-CO
OC-CO-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 36 36.73 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:C-Ran:O 34 34.69 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:C-Ran:P 33 33.67 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:P-Ran:SDC 24 24.49 OC-CO
OC-CO-Rig:Yes 18 18.37 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:SDC-Ran:P 17 17.35 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:O-Ran:IC 14 14.29 OC-CO
OC-CO-Time:Diff 13 13.27 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:IC-Ran:O 11 11.22 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:IC-Ran:P 11 11.22 OC-CO
OC-CO-Time:Future 10 10.20 OC-CO
OC-CO-Ran:Birth 9 9.18 OC-CO
OC-CO-Ran:Changed 9 9.18 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:Birth 7 7.14 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:Changed 7 7.14 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:Death 4 4.08 OC-CO
OC-CO-Time:Same/Past 4 4.08 OC-CO
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Temporal Attribute #O COV CAT
OC-CO-
Time:Same/Future

3 3.06 OC-CO

OO-Dom:O-Ran:O 41 41.84 OO
OO-Time:All 41 41.84 OO
OO-Time:BeforeInverse 21 21.43 OO
OO-Time:Before 15 15.31 OO
OO-Time:MeetsInverse 15 15.31 OO
OO-Time:Before/During 13 13.27 OO
OO-Dom:P-Ran:P 10 10.20 OO
OO-Time:Starts 6 6.12 OO
OO-Time:During/Overlaps 4 4.08 OO
OO-Time:During 3 3.06 OO
OO-Time:Finishes 3 3.06 OO
OO-
Time:During/OverlapsInverse

2 2.04 OO

OO-Time:FinishesInverse 2 2.04 OO
OO-Time:Meets 2 2.04 OO
OO-Time:StartsInverse 2 2.04 OO
OO-Time:IsEqualTo 1 1.02 OO

OT-Dom:X-Ran:X 84 85.71 OT
OT-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 84 85.71 OT
OT-TI:AHFAT 84 85.71 OT
OT-Time:Same 84 85.71 OT
OT-Dom:X-Ran:IC 3 3.06 OT

Table 14: Temporal attributes, grouped by temporal
category and ordered by coverage (COV).

B.2. Temporal Attributes: Impact

Temporal Attribute IMP CAT
CC-Dom:C-Ran:C 10.398 CC
CC-Time:Same 8.488 CC
CC-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 8.221 CC
CC-Dom:IC-Ran:C 6.721 CC
CC-TI:AHFAT 4.827 CC
CC-Dom:IC-Ran:SDC 3.529 CC
CC-Dom:SDC-Ran:C 3.166 CC
CC-Dom:C-Ran:IC 3.114 CC
CC-Dom:IC-Ran:IC 3.112 CC
CC-Dom:SDC-Ran:IC 2.225 CC
CC-Time:Diff 1.910 CC
CC-Time:Past 1.867 CC

Temporal Attribute IMP CAT
CC-Identity:Same-Nec:No 1.065 CC
CC-Dom:Birth-Nec:No 1.060 CC
CC-Dom:Changed-
Nec:No

1.060 CC

CC-Dom:Changed 0.808 CC
CC-Dom:Birth 0.798 CC
CC-Ran:Changed 0.778 CC
CC-Ran:Death 0.757 CC
CC-Dom:SDC-Ran:SDC 0.651 CC
CC-Dom:SDC-Ran:GDC 0.158 CC
CC-Rig:Yes 0.091 CC
CC-Time:Future 0.043 CC
CC-Dom:GDC-Ran:SDC 0.022 CC
CC-Ran:Birth 0.021 CC
CC-Identity:Same 0.008 CC
CC-Time:PastImmediate 0.007 CC
CC-Ran:Changed-Nec:No 0.006 CC
CC-Dom:GDC-Ran:GDC 0.005 CC
CC-Ran:Birth-Nec:No 0.005 CC
CC-Ran:Death-Nec:No 0.001 CC

OC-CO-Time:Same 2.376 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:C-Ran:O 1.916 OC-CO
OC-CO-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 1.454 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:O-Ran:C 1.124 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:Changed 1.084 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:P-Ran:C 0.896 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:C-Ran:P 0.849 OC-CO
OC-CO-Time:Diff 0.664 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:Birth 0.561 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:Death 0.545 OC-CO
OC-CO-Rig:Yes 0.517 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:SDC-Ran:P 0.385 OC-CO
OC-CO-Time:Same/Past 0.261 OC-CO
OC-CO-
Time:Same/Future

0.259 OC-CO

OC-CO-Dom:P-Ran:SDC 0.233 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:O-Ran:IC 0.228 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:IC-Ran:O 0.151 OC-CO
OC-CO-Dom:IC-Ran:P 0.151 OC-CO
OC-CO-Time:Future 0.145 OC-CO
OC-CO-Ran:Changed 0.096 OC-CO
OC-CO-Ran:Birth 0.066 OC-CO
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Temporal Attribute IMP CAT

OO-Dom:O-Ran:O 4.393 OO
OO-Time:All 4.393 OO
OO-Time:MeetsInverse 2.240 OO
OO-Time:BeforeInverse 0.632 OO
OO-Time:During/Overlaps 0.496 OO
OO-
Time:During/OverlapsInverse

0.496 OO

OO-Time:Before/During 0.311 OO
OO-Dom:P-Ran:P 0.157 OO
OO-Time:During 0.116 OO
OO-Time:Before 0.072 OO
OO-Time:Meets 0.023 OO
OO-Time:Starts 0.007 OO
OO-Time:Finishes 0.000 OO
OO-Time:FinishesInverse 0.000 OO
OO-Time:IsEqualTo 0.000 OO
OO-Time:StartsInverse 0.000 OO

OT-Time:Same 14.849 OT
OT-Dom:X-Ran:X 14.553 OT
OT-Rig:Yes-Nec:No 14.553 OT
OT-TI:AHFAT 14.549 OT
OT-Dom:X-Ran:IC 0.296 OT

Table 15: Temporal attributes, grouped by temporal
category and ordered by impact (IMP).

Appendix C. Annotations

C.1. Temporal attributes of annotations

ID Attributes Inferred Attributes
A1 Dom:C-Ran:C

Time:Same
A2 Dom:C-Ran:C

Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No TI:AHFAT

A3 Dom:C-Ran:IC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No TI:AHFAT

Dom:C-Ran:C

A4 Dom:C-Ran:O
Time:Same/Future
Dom:Death

Time:Diff
Dom:Changed

ID Attributes Inferred Attributes
A5 Dom:C-Ran:O

Time:Same/Past
Dom:Birth

Time:Diff
Dom:Changed

A6 Dom:C-Ran:O
Time:Same
Dom:Birth

Dom:Changed

A7 Dom:C-Ran:O
Time:Same
Rig:Yes Dom:Birth
Dom:Death

Dom:Changed

A8 Dom:C-Ran:O
Time:Same Rig:Yes
Dom:Death

Dom:Changed

A9 Dom:C-Ran:P
Time:Same

Dom:C-Ran:O

A10 Dom:C-Ran:P
Time:Same
Dom:Birth

Dom:C-Ran:O
Dom:Changed

A11 Dom:C-Ran:P
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:C-Ran:O

A12 Dom:GDC-
Ran:GDC
Time:Future
Ran:Birth

Time:Diff
Ran:Changed
Dom:C-Ran:C

A13 Dom:GDC-
Ran:GDC Time:Past
Dom:Birth

Time:Diff Dom:C-
Ran:C Dom:Changed

A14 Dom:GDC-Ran:SDC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:C-Ran:C

A15 Dom:IC-Ran:C
Time:Past Dom:Birth

Time:Diff
Dom:Changed
Dom:C-Ran:C

A16 Dom:IC-Ran:C
Time:Same

Dom:C-Ran:C

A17 Dom:IC-Ran:C
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No TI:AHFAT

Dom:C-Ran:C

A18 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Future
Identity:Same-
Nec:No Dom:Birth-
Nec:No

Time:Diff
Dom:Changed-
Nec:No Dom:C-
Ran:IC Dom:C-
Ran:C Dom:IC-
Ran:C
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ID Attributes Inferred Attributes
A19 Dom:IC-Ran:IC

Time:Future
Identity:Same-
Nec:No Ran:Birth-
Nec:No

Time:Diff
Ran:Changed-
Nec:No Dom:C-
Ran:IC Dom:C-
Ran:C Dom:IC-
Ran:C

A20 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Future
Ran:Birth

Time:Diff Dom:C-
Ran:IC Ran:Changed
Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A21 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Past

Time:Diff Dom:C-
Ran:IC Dom:C-
Ran:C Dom:IC-
Ran:C

A22 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Past Dom:Birth

Time:Diff Dom:C-
Ran:IC Dom:C-
Ran:C Dom:Changed
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A23 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Past Dom:Birth
Ran:Death

Time:Diff Dom:C-
Ran:IC Ran:Changed
Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:Changed
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A24 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Past
Dom:Changed

Time:Diff Dom:C-
Ran:IC Dom:C-
Ran:C Dom:IC-
Ran:C

A25 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Past
Dom:Changed
Ran:Changed
Dom:Birth-Nec:No
Ran:Death-Nec:No

Time:Diff
Ran:Changed-
Nec:No
Dom:Changed-
Nec:No Dom:C-
Ran:IC Dom:C-
Ran:C Dom:IC-
Ran:C

A26 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Past
Identity:Same-
Nec:No Dom:Birth-
Nec:No

Time:Diff
Dom:Changed-
Nec:No Dom:C-
Ran:IC Dom:C-
Ran:C Dom:IC-
Ran:C

ID Attributes Inferred Attributes
A27 Dom:IC-Ran:IC

Time:Past
Identity:Same
Dom:Changed

Time:Diff Dom:C-
Ran:IC Dom:C-
Ran:C Dom:IC-
Ran:C

A28 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:PastImmediate
Identity:Same
Dom:Changed

Time:Diff Time:Past
Dom:C-Ran:IC
Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A29 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Same

Dom:C-Ran:IC
Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A30 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Same Rig:Yes

Dom:C-Ran:IC
Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A31 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:C-Ran:IC
Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A32 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No TI:AHFAT

Dom:C-Ran:IC
Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A33 Dom:IC-Ran:IC
Time:Same Rig:Yes
TI:AHFAT

Dom:C-Ran:IC
Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A34 Dom:IC-Ran:O
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:C-Ran:O

A35 Dom:IC-Ran:P
Time:Future

Time:Diff Dom:C-
Ran:P Dom:C-Ran:O
Dom:IC-Ran:O

A36 Dom:IC-Ran:P
Time:Same

Dom:C-Ran:P
Dom:C-Ran:O
Dom:IC-Ran:O

A37 Dom:IC-Ran:P
Time:Same Rig:Yes

Dom:C-Ran:P
Dom:C-Ran:O
Dom:IC-Ran:O

A38 Dom:IC-Ran:SDC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A39 Dom:IC-Ran:SDC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No TI:AHFAT

Dom:C-Ran:C
Dom:IC-Ran:C

A40 Dom:O-Ran:IC
Time:Same Rig:Yes

Dom:O-Ran:C

A41 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:Before

Time:All
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ID Attributes Inferred Attributes
A42 Dom:O-Ran:O

Time:Before/During
Time:All

A43 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:BeforeInverse

Time:All

A44 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:During

Time:All

A45 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:During/Overlaps

Time:All

A46 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:During/OverlapsInverse

Time:All

A47 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:Finishes

Time:All

A48 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:FinishesInverse

Time:All

A49 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:IsEqualTo

Time:All

A50 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:Meets

Time:All

A51 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:MeetsInverse

Time:All

A52 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:Starts

Time:All

A53 Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:StartsInverse

Time:All

A54 Dom:P-Ran:C
Time:Same
Ran:Birth

Dom:O-Ran:C
Ran:Changed

A55 Dom:P-Ran:C
Time:Same
Ran:Changed

Dom:O-Ran:C

A56 Dom:P-Ran:C
Time:Same Rig:Yes

Dom:O-Ran:C

A57 Dom:P-Ran:C
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:O-Ran:C

A58 Dom:P-Ran:P
Time:Before/During

Dom:O-Ran:O
Time:All

A59 Dom:P-Ran:SDC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:O-Ran:C
Dom:P-Ran:C

A60 Dom:SDC-Ran:C
Time:Same

Dom:C-Ran:C

A61 Dom:SDC-Ran:GDC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:SDC-Ran:C
Dom:C-Ran:C

ID Attributes Inferred Attributes
A62 Dom:SDC-Ran:IC

Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:SDC-Ran:C
Dom:C-Ran:C

A63 Dom:SDC-Ran:IC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No TI:AHFAT

Dom:SDC-Ran:C
Dom:C-Ran:C

A64 Dom:SDC-Ran:P
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:C-Ran:P
Dom:C-Ran:O

A65 Dom:SDC-Ran:SDC
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

Dom:SDC-Ran:C
Dom:C-Ran:C

A66 Dom:X-Ran:IC
Time:Same

A67 Dom:X-Ran:X
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No

A68 Dom:X-Ran:X
Time:Same Rig:Yes-
Nec:No TI:AHFAT

Table 16: List of all temporal annotations with their
corresponding temporal attributes (explicit and in-
ferred).

C.2. Annotations: Coverage

Annotation #O COV CAT
A32 34 34.69 CC
A38 34 34.69 CC
A63 29 29.59 CC
A2 19 19.39 CC
A26 19 19.39 CC
A39 19 19.39 CC
A23 17 17.35 CC
A61 15 15.31 CC
A31 14 14.29 CC
A60 10 10.20 CC
A62 9 9.18 CC
A14 6 6.12 CC
A20 6 6.12 CC
A29 5 5.10 CC
A33 5 5.10 CC
A21 4 4.08 CC
A22 4 4.08 CC
A30 4 4.08 CC
A18 3 3.06 CC
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Annotation #O COV CAT
A19 3 3.06 CC
A17 2 2.04 CC
A24 2 2.04 CC
A25 2 2.04 CC
A27 2 2.04 CC
A28 2 2.04 CC
A65 2 2.04 CC
A1 1 1.02 CC
A3 1 1.02 CC
A12 1 1.02 CC
A13 1 1.02 CC
A15 1 1.02 CC
A16 1 1.02 CC

A57 27 27.55 OC-CO
A59 24 24.49 OC-CO
A64 17 17.35 OC-CO
A11 16 16.33 OC-CO
A40 14 14.29 OC-CO
A35 10 10.20 OC-CO
A54 9 9.18 OC-CO
A9 6 6.12 OC-CO
A55 5 5.10 OC-CO
A5 4 4.08 OC-CO
A6 4 4.08 OC-CO
A4 3 3.06 OC-CO
A7 3 3.06 OC-CO
A8 3 3.06 OC-CO
A36 3 3.06 OC-CO
A10 2 2.04 OC-CO
A34 1 1.02 OC-CO
A37 1 1.02 OC-CO
A56 1 1.02 OC-CO

A43 21 21.43 OO
A41 15 15.31 OO
A51 15 15.31 OO
A58 10 10.20 OO
A42 7 7.14 OO
A52 6 6.12 OO
A45 4 4.08 OO
A44 3 3.06 OO
A47 3 3.06 OO

Annotation #O COV CAT
A46 2 2.04 OO
A48 2 2.04 OO
A50 2 2.04 OO
A53 2 2.04 OO
A49 1 1.02 OO

A68 84 85.71 OT
A66 3 3.06 OT
A67 1 1.02 OT

Table 17: Temporal annotations, grouped by temporal
category and ordered by coverage (COV).

C.3. Annotations: Impact

Annotation IMP CAT
A38 2.227 CC
A63 2.189 CC
A39 1.302 CC
A26 1.043 CC
A32 0.813 CC
A23 0.757 CC
A65 0.651 CC
A2 0.482 CC
A31 0.314 CC
A61 0.158 CC
A60 0.132 CC
A30 0.078 CC
A15 0.037 CC
A62 0.036 CC
A29 0.026 CC
A17 0.026 CC
A14 0.022 CC
A18 0.017 CC
A16 0.017 CC
A21 0.016 CC
A20 0.016 CC
A33 0.013 CC
A28 0.007 CC
A19 0.005 CC
A12 0.005 CC
A22 0.004 CC
A3 0.001 CC
A24 0.001 CC
A27 0.001 CC
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Annotation IMP CAT
A13 0.001 CC
A25 0.001 CC
A1 0.000 CC

A57 0.565 OC-CO
A64 0.385 OC-CO
A11 0.271 OC-CO
A8 0.264 OC-CO
A6 0.262 OC-CO
A5 0.261 OC-CO
A4 0.259 OC-CO
A59 0.233 OC-CO
A40 0.228 OC-CO
A35 0.145 OC-CO
A54 0.066 OC-CO
A55 0.029 OC-CO
A9 0.025 OC-CO
A7 0.022 OC-CO
A10 0.017 OC-CO
A36 0.005 OC-CO
A56 0.002 OC-CO
A37 0.001 OC-CO
A34 0.000 OC-CO

A51 2.240 OO
A43 0.632 OO
A45 0.496 OO
A46 0.496 OO
A58 0.157 OO
A42 0.154 OO
A44 0.116 OO
A41 0.072 OO
A50 0.023 OO
A52 0.007 OO
A47 0.000 OO
A48 0.000 OO
A49 0.000 OO
A53 0.000 OO

A68 14.549 OT
A66 0.296 OT
A67 0.005 OT

Annotation IMP CAT

Table 18: Temporal annotations, grouped by temporal
category and ordered by impact (IMP).

Appendix D. Requirements

D.1. Requirement sets

RID Temporal Annotations
R1 A1, A2, A9, A10, A11, A20, A23, A29, A30, A31,

A32, A35, A38, A40, A43, A47, A54, A55, A57,
A58, A60, A63, A68

R2 A2, A63
R3 A2, A26, A30, A31, A32, A33, A68
R4 A2, A4, A5, A6, A8, A21, A26, A32, A45, A46,

A68
R5 A2
R6 A2, A9, A23, A32, A38, A40, A41, A42, A43, A44,

A45, A54, A58, A60, A63, A68
R7 A2, A14, A32, A38, A39, A43, A51, A52, A57,

A59, A61, A62, A63, A64, A68
R8 A2, A11, A23, A32, A38, A39, A57, A59, A63,

A64, A68
R9 A2, A3, A16, A17, A26, A30, A31, A32, A33, A35,

A36, A40, A58, A63, A68
R10 A2, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A11, A18, A20, A21,

A22, A24, A25, A26, A27, A28, A29, A30, A31,
A32, A33, A34, A35, A36, A37, A38, A41, A42,
A43, A47, A48, A49, A51, A52, A53, A58, A66,
A68

R11 A2, A38, A41, A43, A50, A51, A58, A60, A63,
A68

R12 A2, A12, A13, A23, A32, A38, A68
R13 A2, A11, A14, A23, A32, A38, A39, A52, A57,

A59, A61, A62, A63, A64, A68
R14 A2, A11, A38, A39, A57, A59, A61, A63, A68
R15 A2, A5, A7, A21, A26, A31, A32, A33, A36, A51,

A68
R16 A2, A32, A51, A63
R17 A2, A41, A43, A50, A51, A58, A60, A63, A68
R18 A2, A11, A14, A23, A31, A32, A38, A39, A40,

A43, A51, A52, A57, A59, A61, A62, A63, A64,
A68
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RID Temporal Annotations
R19 A2, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A18, A20, A21, A22, A24,

A25, A26, A27, A28, A29, A31, A32, A38, A40,
A41, A43, A47, A48, A51, A52, A53, A57, A59,
A61, A64, A68

R20 A6, A22, A35, A40, A42, A60, A63, A65, A68
R21 A9, A38, A41, A54, A55, A57, A68
R22 A9, A14, A38, A39, A40, A54, A55, A59, A61,

A63, A64, A68
R23 A9, A23, A32, A38, A39, A54, A55, A57, A59,

A61, A63, A64, A68
R24 A10, A26, A29, A31, A32, A35, A38, A39, A40,

A57, A59, A62, A64, A68
R25 A11, A38, A39, A41, A43, A44, A59, A68
R26 A11, A20, A32, A35, A38, A40, A42, A54, A59,

A63, A64, A68
R27 A11, A14, A18, A19, A23, A26, A32, A35, A38,

A39, A51, A57, A59, A61, A62, A63, A64, A68
R28 A11, A26, A32, A41, A43, A57, A68
R29 A11, A17, A19, A20, A26, A32, A33, A35, A39,

A68
R30 A11, A39, A43, A57, A59, A61, A62, A63, A64,

A68
R31 A11, A31, A32, A38, A57, A68
R32 A11, A38, A39, A42, A43, A57, A59, A61, A63,

A64, A68
R33 A11, A31, A38, A40, A41, A43, A52, A57, A59,

A60, A61, A62, A63, A67, A68
R34 A11, A23, A41, A57
R35 A14, A23, A32, A38, A39, A41, A43, A57, A59,

A61, A62, A63, A64, A68
R36 A15, A66, A68
R37 A19, A26, A43, A45, A46, A68
R38 A20, A22, A26, A32, A35, A54, A68
R39 A23, A32, A38, A43, A57, A58, A68
R40 A23, A32, A41, A43, A68
R41 A23, A32, A38, A39, A41, A57, A59, A61, A62,

A63, A64, A68
R42 A23, A32
R43 A23, A26, A68
R44 A23, A32, A38, A59, A61, A63, A64, A68
R45 A23, A38, A39, A57, A59, A63, A68
R46 A26, A68
R47 A26, A29, A31, A32, A35, A66, A68
R48 A26, A31, A32, A68
R49 A31, A68
R50 A32, A39, A68

RID Temporal Annotations
R51 A32, A68
R52 A32, A38, A41, A59
R53 A32, A58, A68
R54 A38, A41, A57
R55 A38, A42, A58, A60, A63, A68
R56 A38, A57, A63, A64
R57 A38, A59
R58 A38, A68
R59 A38, A39, A60, A68
R60 A38, A40, A43, A60, A63, A65, A68
R61 A39, A57, A61, A68
R62 A40, A63, A68
R63 A40, A59, A64
R64 A40, A42, A44, A45, A58, A68
R65 A43, A51, A68
R66 A43
R67 A51, A68
R68 A51
R69 A54
R70 A54, A55, A57, A68
R71 A56, A57, A59, A68
R72 A57, A59
R73 A60, A68
R74 A63, A68
R75 A68

Table 19: The full list of requirement sets considered
by our survey. A language is defined as a set of anno-
tations.

D.2. Requirements Importance

R ON PON OC POC MAI IMP
R75 84 0.86 17 0.17 1.00 0.78
R58 30 0.31 18 0.18 0.64 0.44
R51 31 0.32 18 0.18 0.61 0.44
R74 26 0.27 18 0.18 0.62 0.42
R46 19 0.19 21 0.21 0.57 0.39
R18 1 0.01 49 0.50 0.18 0.38
R67 13 0.13 21 0.21 0.58 0.37
R49 14 0.14 19 0.19 0.54 0.35
R65 8 0.08 24 0.24 0.43 0.32
R73 10 0.10 18 0.18 0.53 0.32
R50 11 0.11 19 0.19 0.46 0.31
R48 8 0.08 25 0.26 0.37 0.31
R27 1 0.01 38 0.39 0.17 0.30
R62 10 0.10 19 0.19 0.44 0.30
R7 2 0.02 36 0.37 0.20 0.30
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R ON PON OC POC MAI IMP
R19 1 0.01 40 0.41 0.10 0.29
R35 1 0.01 34 0.35 0.20 0.28
R43 2 0.02 22 0.22 0.42 0.28
R53 6 0.06 19 0.19 0.43 0.28
R13 2 0.02 33 0.34 0.19 0.28
R41 2 0.02 31 0.32 0.22 0.27
R10 1 0.01 39 0.40 0.07 0.27
R8 3 0.03 29 0.30 0.24 0.27
R11 1 0.01 31 0.32 0.22 0.27
R61 11 0.11 18 0.18 0.35 0.27
R45 8 0.08 22 0.22 0.30 0.26
R23 1 0.01 31 0.32 0.20 0.26
R1 1 0.01 34 0.35 0.13 0.26
R44 7 0.07 23 0.23 0.28 0.26
R6 1 0.01 32 0.33 0.16 0.25
R24 1 0.01 31 0.32 0.18 0.25
R17 2 0.02 29 0.30 0.21 0.25
R15 2 0.02 31 0.32 0.17 0.25
R3 3 0.03 27 0.28 0.23 0.25
R14 3 0.03 25 0.26 0.26 0.25
R9 1 0.01 32 0.33 0.14 0.25
R31 3 0.03 22 0.22 0.31 0.25
R59 1 0.01 20 0.20 0.37 0.24
R40 3 0.03 21 0.21 0.32 0.24
R39 2 0.02 23 0.23 0.29 0.24
R47 2 0.02 26 0.27 0.22 0.24
R28 1 0.01 24 0.24 0.27 0.24
R33 1 0.01 28 0.29 0.17 0.23
R70 4 0.04 19 0.19 0.31 0.23
R32 1 0.01 25 0.26 0.23 0.23
R60 1 0.01 23 0.23 0.26 0.23
R55 2 0.02 21 0.21 0.28 0.22
R71 1 0.01 19 0.19 0.33 0.22
R36 1 0.01 18 0.18 0.34 0.22
R38 1 0.01 24 0.24 0.22 0.22
R26 1 0.01 25 0.26 0.20 0.22
R12 1 0.01 22 0.22 0.25 0.22
R37 1 0.01 23 0.23 0.23 0.21
R21 1 0.01 22 0.22 0.23 0.21
R30 2 0.02 22 0.22 0.22 0.21
R22 1 0.01 24 0.24 0.19 0.21
R25 1 0.01 21 0.21 0.24 0.21
R29 1 0.01 24 0.24 0.18 0.20
R4 1 0.01 24 0.24 0.15 0.20
R20 1 0.01 21 0.21 0.17 0.18

R ON PON OC POC MAI IMP
R64 2 0.02 18 0.18 0.21 0.18
R57 20 0.20 1 0.01 0.21 0.13
R66 21 0.21 1 0.01 0.14 0.11
R72 17 0.17 1 0.01 0.16 0.10
R5 19 0.19 1 0.01 0.13 0.10
R2 12 0.12 2 0.02 0.18 0.10
R42 14 0.14 1 0.01 0.17 0.10
R68 15 0.15 1 0.01 0.16 0.10
R56 10 0.10 1 0.01 0.20 0.09
R16 3 0.03 4 0.04 0.19 0.08
R52 4 0.04 2 0.02 0.18 0.07
R54 6 0.06 1 0.01 0.18 0.07
R63 6 0.06 1 0.01 0.11 0.04
R69 9 0.09 1 0.01 0.05 0.03
R34 1 0.01 1 0.01 0.12 0.02

Table 20: The full list of requirements ordered by the
their importance (IMP). ON: Number of ontologies for
which requirement set is necessary. PON: ON as pro-
portion. OC: Number of ontologies which are com-
pletely covered by requirement set. POC: OC as pro-
portion. MAI: Mean importance of annotations in re-
quirement set. IMP: Overall importance of require-
ment set. Shaded in gray or those requirements which
are on the Pareto frontier wrt to PON, POC and IMA.
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5. Review 1

This paper presents an analysis of the requirements for temporal modeling within bio-health ontologies, specif-
ically, the large suite of ontologies developed in a loosely coordinated way by members of the Open Biomedical
Ontologies foundry. The paper is very well written and addresses an aspect of knowledge representation which
will be of definite interest not only to the logic community but also to the developers of the scientific ontologies
being surveyed. The example provided in the introduction (spermatid cells) clearly demonstrates some of the
issues relating OWL modeling and time. Further, the overall approach is good exmaple of how to perform such a
requirements assessment across a large suite of ontologies, and hopefully could be adapted to study requirements
other features in the future. The results, which categorize and quantify the usage of different time-related property
attributes across the ontologies in the OBO library, are clearly presented and will be useful for analysis of future
proposals for temporal language extensions to OWL.

5.1.

Comment Although I don’t think it’s required, I think it would be valuable if the paper explained more
about how such language extensions would benefit the ontologies being studied and appli-
cations of those ontologies. For example, the introduction provides a clear presentation of
some shortcomings in the modeling of fruit fly spermatid cells. But it would be improved
with some description of the additional reasoning features that could be enabled by a more
accurate model. What features of new query types or quality control capabilities would make
development of temporal expressions worthwhile?

Response Thank you for your comment. We chose not to include such a discussion in this paper due to
both the focus of the paper and space considerations. It would be useful to understand what
benefits OWL could have if a suitable temporal extensions was provided. However, to explain
these benefits would require: i) an introduction of some extension, including its syntax, se-
mantics, reasoning procedures, query types and entailments sets, ii) a description of the DL
side of OWL, including again syntax, semantics, reasoning etc and finallly iii) a descriptive
comparison between the two, all of which shifts the focus away from the identifying aspect
of the paper, to the solution aspect. We plan to achieve this study in the follow up paper we
are currently working on, however it is a entire paper in itself and not something we could
easily place into this paper.

5.2.

Comment Likewise, the discussion could be expanded somewhat in terms of summarizing the results.
There is a wide variety of temporal attributes being tallied, and the reader may be left won-
dering whether there is a core set of temporal features that would cover a broad range of the
ontologies. They do say that "in order to meet the requirements, a language would have to
be able to model a large set of temporal features". Perhaps the takeaway is simply that the
temporal requirements of these ontologies are large and diverse.

Response One of the take aways is that the temporal requirements are a large diverse set. However, it is
not the only one and we agree with your comment. Therefore, we have added an additional
discussion at the end of Section 4.3 on page 19 that discusses the expressivity of a language
that covers the top 5 requirements.
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5.3.

Comment Because I think this paper will be of interest to scientific ontology developers working with
OBO ontologies, it would be worthwhile to consider providing more background for certain
concepts. In particular, where the results describe computing the "Pareto frontier", it would
be useful to briefly summarize what this means and how it relates to metrics.

Response Thank you for your comment. We have provided better descriptions of:

– The pareto frontier on page 18
– The identified temporal attributes using figures displaying how temporal phenomena are

imagined in a temporalised OWL world on page 8

5.4.

Comment Some citations seem to be missing (there are empty brackets in the text). Also, it would be
useful to point to where these ontologies can be obtained from the web, by providing to URL
to the OBO Foundry website, and also the downloadable PURL for the Relation Ontology,
which is heavily discussed.

Response We have fixed all missing references and have provided a link to both the ontology corpus
and the RO

5.5.

Comment Overall the writing is good, but there are a few grammatical issues that could be corrected:

– 1. Introduction - "the underlying formalism for OWL ontologies come with many ad-
vantages" - change "come" to "comes"

– 2.1 The OBO Foundry - "for which they could be used as" - change to something like
"which could be used as"

– 2.2 Temporal Modelling in the OBO Foundry - "Drosophila Melanogaster" - species
names should be italicized, and have genus capitalized and specific epithet in lowercase:
"Drosophila melanogaster" - Page 6 "where as" - change to "whereas"

– 4.2.2 Temporal Attributes - "Domain & Range" - change to "Domain & Range"
– 4.3.1 Analysis of temporal requirements - "focus on one type of temporal phenomena" -

change "phenomena" to "phenomenon"
– 5. Discussion - "who’s" - change to "whose"

Response The typos have been corrected, thank you.
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6. Review 2

The authors aim to describe the temporal modeling requirements of ontologies in the healthcare and life science
domain. To this end, they consider ontologies in the OBO foundry, extract temporally relevant relations used in
those ontologies according to BFO and RO, and classify those relations according to their temporal attributes in
RO. The aim is then to obtain information about the importance of relations with temporal attributes, and on how
widespread relations with certain (combinations of) temporal attributes are. According to the authors, the results can
then be used to inform ontology language design. I believe this is an important contribution to the empirical study
of ontologies. I agree with the authors that studies like this provide important information for the design of future
ontology languages. I also believe that this study contains a lot of useful material which should be published and
made available to the community. The research presented here is not very original, but potentially very significant.
I have one major problem with the paper, however: I found it very hard to extract the relevant information from the
paper because important notions are not defined in a sufficiently precise way and not illustrated by examples. So
I suggest that the paper is accepted subject to a significant revision of the presentation. My main suggestions for
improvement are:
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6.1.

Comment (a) Give a more precise definition of the temporal attributes you consider. Provide more dis-
cussion and more examples illustrating which temporal attribute applies to which temporal
relation and why. For example,

1. (1) Currently your main example (which is essentially the only one (Sec 2.2)) almost
exclusively deals with continuants. Give more examples with occurrents. Is is obvious
that a "dynamic" semantics is also needed for occurrents? Give examples of relations
(and axioms) using both continuants and occurrents.

2. (2) I’d like to know which combinations of temporal attributes are LOGICALLY pos-
sible. Being able to provide a logical analysis is also a good test for having suf-
ficiently precise definitions of the attributes. You indicate at various places that the
DOMAIN&RANGE attribute heavily influences what’s possible for the remaining at-
tributes. Make this much more explicit. Also, introduce formally the abbreviations (IC,
SDC, GDC, etc) used - and each category should come with at least one illustrating
example (relation with axioms).

3. (3) Currently, starting with DOMAIN&RANGE, the paragraph introducing the cate-
gories states that there are 23 attributes, eight between C and O, 11 between C, etc. All
this is not very useful. What is needed is an in-depth description of the 4-6 most im-
portant DOMAIN&RANGE combinations and how they occur in ontologies. The same
applies to the remaining five categories.

4. (4) For TIME, it seems that implicit there is a distinction here between time points and
time intervals. How does this work?

5. Without a very clear idea of the definition of the temporal attributes and their relation-
ship, the empirical results presented later are impossible to interpret and apply. So, this
should be a core part of the paper.

Response

1. Section 3.2 now shows examples of more temporal attributes and how they could be in-
terpreted in a dynamic OWL scenario. The examples use a representative set of attributes
to describe how they were extracted and how they are to be interpreted.

2. We agree that this is something that needs to be known, however it is out of the scope
of this paper. Determining which combinations are logically possible would depend on
which logic you choose to determine this, which would require a temporal description
logic to be chosen, introduced, defined and then evaluated. We could choose (or cre-
ate) an extremely expressive logic, that could model every attribute combination - but
this would likely be undecideable and not much use for OWL ontologies. We prefer
to leave this for the follow-up paper due to its size and complexity. Also, we do not
claim that any of the attributes represent a final and complete meaning of a given tem-
poral phenomenon, as they can be interpreted and represented differently depending on
which logic is chosen for their representation. The abbreviations have been introduced
accordingly.

3. The aim of this section is to only introduce and describe the attributes. We hope that the
added section showing usage examples of different temporal attributes makes it more
clear as to what the attributes mean. The analysis of which attributes, annotations and
requirement sets are more important is described in detail in the results section.

4. Regarding the Time attributes, there can be (and in some cases, is) a distinction between
time points and intervals. For example, many time attributes between occurrents are
defined nearly identical to Allen’s interval relations, as stated. However, we choose not
to make a firm decision on how to interpret these formally as some of the definitions
are loose, and it depends entirely in what environment we choose to interpret them in.
Although our examples follow a possible world semantics (for ease of explanation), we
do not intend to enforce this semantics amongst all attributes, because some attributes
(such as Allen’s relations) are hard to realise in such an environment.

5. see point 1
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6.2.

Comment (b) Make clearer what you expect from an empirical analysis of the combinations of temporal
attributes (rather than the single temporal attributes). I can fully follow the idea that one would
want to know which temporal attributes of relations are important. This is less clear for the
combinations. Do you believe that relations with the same combination of temporal attributes
will be modeled in the same way in an appropriate ontology language? If so, you need to give
an argument. Again, examples could help.

Response We have added a description and example of how different audiences require different analy-
ses on page 3.6 and how they could benefit from such analyses.

6.3.

Comment (c) How to read Tables 9, 10 and 11? It should be possible to understand a table without
consulting the appendix. So what is A68? What R19? If these tables are telling something
important, one has to give instances of at least some of the combinations denoted by AX and
RY. At the moment I find this discussion too detached from concrete temporal relations.

Response We have now added clear examples of a requirement analyses to section 4.3 which covers the
content of the top 5 requirements, down to the attribute level. We believe that these examples
now aid the reader in understanding the content of the tables.

6.4.

Comment Minor suggestions:

1. (1) Page 1: Reference missing for 2ExpTime.
2. (2) Page 2: Reference missing for the Relation Ontology.
3. (3) The contributions of the paper are not made sufficiently clear in the introduction.

What is a temporal encoding of an ontology? What is a entity importance measurement
system? A brief description of temporal requirement sets is needed. Without this infor-
mation the reader does not learn what the contribution is.

4. (4) In Def 1, why union in front of Y?

Response

1. The reference has been added
2. The reference has been added
3. We have reworded the final paragraph of the introduction to better explain what each

contribution entails.
4. This is due to Y being a set of sets. We want A to be a proper subset of all elements in

each set of Y.
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7. Review 3

In this survey, the authors have presented: 1) a temporal encoding of the Relation Ontology, 2) mechanisms for

measuring the importance of an entity in a set of ontologies, and 3) a set of temporal requirements that show what

sort of temporal information is utilized by existing ontologists and thus acts as a guideline for further temporal

extensions to OWL. This work (the encoding and objective measurement of importance) is timely and necessary. It

also examines a large number of modern ontologies that are currently in-use.

7.1.

Comment

1. Page 2: If I read between the lines of this introduction, it seems to me that you’re trying
to say that by looking at all the ways the temporal features are used we can see the needs
of a community of ontology (or both). This should probably be made more explicitly
clear.

2. It is not immediately clear (using the information from the introduction) what a temporal
requirement is. It also seems like definition of a temporal requirement changes between
introduction and your explicit definition. Is this intentional?

Response

1. We have added an extra sentence to describe who exactly could benefit from a suitable
temporal extension to OWL, namely authors of ontologies and the community who may
use the ontologies. As an example, the authors could benefit from a better underlying
logic by not needing to find workarounds (such as reification) to model common tempo-
ral aspects, and this in turn could benefit the users of ontologies since they could have a
more concise representation, a clear understanding and could even gain interesting en-
tailments that were not possible in standard OWL. However, we prefer to leave this level
of detail out as they are merely speculation at this point - such useful outcomes depend
on what the requirements are and then whether or not they are realisbale in a temporal
description logic. Such discussion is placed in our future work.

2. We have also added a few examples of temporal requirements in the introduction, shortly
after the previous edit which helps to understand what a temporal requirement is and
what they look like, which now coincides with our later definition.

7.2.

Comment Section 3: why is RO in parentheses?
Response It should not be. The typo has been corrected.
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7.3.

Comment Section 3.2:

1. par. 2: it is not clear how the temporal information was extracted. Nor is it clear that the
second set of numerals are supposed to be talking about the first. The example is useful,
but it could definitely use some improvement as to how it is presented to the reader.

2. D&R: what is IC? I could not find the abbreviation anywhere.
3. Time, States: I do not understand how these are different.
4. Identity: give an example
5. Last two paragraphs: it is not clear that these are supposed to be distinct from AHFAT.
6. Last sentence, second to last paragraph is unclear
7. Last paragraphs: how were these implications determined?

Response

1. We have rewritten the paragraph and used different notation in listing the items to aid
in the understanding of how we extracted the temporal features, and how the temporal
attributes were formed.

2. IC is abbreviation for "independent continuant". We have now introduced the abbrevia-
tions in the correct place.

3. The Time features refer to the time constraints of the relation. For example, Time:same
indicates that the relation takes place at a single time point (such as part of) whereas
Time:past indicates the relation takes place over two time points: a present time point
and a past time point (such as develops from). States refer to the changing states of
entities over time. For example, in the relation transforms into, a single element trans-
forms into another type of element. The transformation is usually represented through a
change in class, for example x:C transforms into x:D. We have added an example of a
representative set of attributes to Section 3.2 which helps to clarify the meaning of the
attributes.

4. Please see Section: Temporal Attribute Examples
5. We have added better line breaking to emphasise this
6. This was a typo. "a temporal" was meant to be "atemporal"
7. We have added a better description of how the implications were determined with an

example.
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7.4.

Comment Section 3.3:

1. definition 1: what is the union before Y?
2. First sentence after the list: I can not figure out what you mean. Does it mean the "sub-

sumptive closure" of implications? Completeness is ill-specified in this context.
3. Definition 2: 6 is what? Intuitively, I assume that it is that it falls "lower in the subsump-

tion hierarchy" Is this standard usage? If not, define or make explicit for the reader.
4. Figure 2: Give an appendix with all the acronyms. The figure provides no technical

insight or ability to fact check with out knowing what they mean. Are the boxes arranged
in this order for a reason?

Response

1. This is due to Y being a set of sets. We want A to be a proper subset of all elements in
each set of Y.

2. Yes, but this is normally referred to as the upward closure i believe. We have reworded
the sentence to reflect this.

3. Your assumption is correct and this is common usage.
4. We have included the abbreviations in the caption to help with understanding. The boxes

are not arranged in any order other than to conserve space.

7.5.

Comment Section 3.4: last sentence (the i.e. part): this does not follow based on previous information
in the subsection. How do we know that exact matches refer to the correct usage? If this is an
assumption, say as such.

Response By correct usage, we mean the correct OWL usage according to the OBO spefication, which is
to say, when a entity from an external vocabulary is used, the vocabulary should be imported
and the same IRI of the entity should be used. We have added a sentence to clarify this

7.6.

Comment Section 3.5: I am still unsure as to what the functional difference between a temporal feature
and temporal attribute is

Response This is explained at the beginning of section 3. Temporal features is the global term that
covers temporal relations, temporal attributes and temporal annotations. A temporal attribute
is an individual element of a temporal annotation.
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7.7.

Comment Section 3.6:

1. what are some other measures?
2. Give further explanation of the last sentence of paragraph 1.
3. "As previously discussed, neither..." was it? if so where?
4. Why are Cov and Nec written as such? why not continue overloading, as with impor-

tance?
5. The use of cov vs nec is not well-specified at an intuitive level.
6. The example for considering co-occuring temporal annotations is unclear to me. What

else could R1 be?
7. "On the flip-side" ... I do not understand the point being made here. Provide an example?

Response

1. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any other proposed measures
2. We have now added an explanation which shows where else we could extract temporal

information from, besides logical content, and have provided an explanation as to why
it is infeasible.

3. This was a typo. We have removed the the claim.
4. The choice was made mainly due to space considerations as well as to help differentiate

between the equations of temporal features, and requirement sets which have similar
names. We have now added the abbreviations in the correct place to help better distin-
guish between them.

5. We have described them both in more detail to help rectify this
6. The original example we had was not very intuitive and we understand your concern.

We have now provided a better example to further explain the claim.
7. The example in the previous point should rectify this issue.

7.8.

Comment Section 4.1:

1. "In terms of the axioms the relations are used in" ... I do not think this statement is true?
30% of ontologies does not imply 30% of all axioms?

2. Table 2: CAT == category? If so, why not use notation

Response

1. The 30% of axioms is not an estimate, it is an empircal observation; it just so happens
that 30% of all axioms in OBO ontologies were smart matches only

2. We have now described CAT on page 14.

7.9.

Comment Section 5.1: "Ontologies may exhibit..." such as what others?
Response We have now provided an example of other possible temporal features of ontologies that the

relation space does not cover.
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7.10.

Comment

1. Smart matching: how closely does "smart matching" relate to (complex) ontology align-
ment? Are there techniques from that subfield that can be applied here?

2. In general, the results seem useful, but I have some trouble drawing final conclusions
from the data. Did you explicitly present a TR set for the OBO foundry?

Response

1. We believe there is possibly a small relation, but outside the scope of the paper. In gen-
eral, the matching of relations should not be an issue if ontologies were imported cor-
rectly and relations were reused correctly. The issue is not with ontology misalignment,
but rather a misuse or misunderstanding of how to correctly reuse a relation.

2. We have added an example at the end of section 4 where we consider using only the
top 5 requirements to see what a language would look like if it was to meet you 5
requirements. However, the fact that the requirement space is so large makes it difficult
to discuss in general.

7.11.

Comment Missing citation 2exptime-complete
Response The typo has been corrected.

7.12.

Comment notation for cardinality of sets is inconsistent throughout definitions.
Response We have switched all set cardinality to the same notation (|| instead of #)

7.13.

Comment Section 5: w.r.t
Response The typo has been corrected

7.14.

Comment The work itself is valuable to the community, timely, and necessary. However, the presen-
tation of the work makes it very difficult for the reader to draw conclusions from the data.
Definitions should be clarified and the reader provided examples. The reader should be able
to use the methods section to replicate this study on an arbitrary ontology, but many pieces of
the method are abstracted to mathematical generalizations, leaving the reader to guess at the
method of extraction used by the authors (in particular, the extraction example is not wholly
helpful). I suggest that the authors rework their presentation (in general) and discussion (in
particular) to present the reader with concrete conclusions and examples.

Response Thank you for the comments. We hope the added examples in both Section 3 and 4, and the
rewriting of several paragraphs throughout the document meets your expectations.
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